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“Gateway” Show
Attendance Best In
31-Year History

SAINT LOUIS, Mo. – This was the 31st year the “Gateway” Police Collectors Show
has been held in the Saint Louis area.
The show has been at several locations over the years as we try to keep prices
affordable and amenities as good as possible. These are tough balancing acts for police
collectors shows across the county as halls get more and more expensive.

We moved the show this year to the Holiday Inn South County Center which allowed
collectors to attend the show, stay in a nice hotel and dine and drink, all in one facility.
Our costs were much higher than for our previous shows, but the proof is in the
pudding, as they say. This show was by far the biggest success of any previous
“Gateway” show.
Our walk-in traffic increased by at least 50 percent with over 170 collectors visiting the
show; this does not include the tableholders, who took a total of 69 tables. We sold many
more tables than expected and had to move part of the show in the pre-function area of
the hall.
The show was such a success that we have already reserved the same location for
2017.
“Gateway” has been so successful and survived over three decades for one main
reason: the core group of collectors that have been coming here and supporting us for
many, many years.
Several arrive early and stay late to help with tables, all help get the word out about
the show to other collectors and none complain as we have had to gradually raise the
price of table reservations over the years to cover costs.
Without the continued support of these collectors, many of whom travel many
hundreds of miles to attend, this show would not have the outstanding reputation that it
has in this hobby.
Here is a list of the collectors who reserved tables at this year’s show by states:
Illinois collectors included Jimmy and Joan Hall, Jim Signorelli, Charles Molinar, Frank
McMenamin, Eric Stacy, Andrew and Nancy Nelson, Willie Herald, Daryl Weseloh, Dave
Dotson, Roger McLean and Jim Claflin.
Kentucky collectors included Bob Murray, David Hume, Jim Fightmaster and Jim and
Melody Shattuck.
Bob Dryer came from Iowa.
John Cook traveled from Kansas
Carlos Salazar came from Mississippi.

A 1933 Chicago Police World’s Fair badge owned by retired Chicago police
Detective Jimmy Hall. These badges were worn by Chicago PD members who
were assigned to the fair. “A Century Of Progress” at the top commemorates the
city 1933 centennial celebration. Frank Selvaggio photograph

“Gateway” show co-host Don (also known as Scooter) Magruder (right)
chats with fellow tableholders Jimmy and Joan Hall of Chicago. Hall is a retired
Chicago police detective and has a great Chicago area collection. Magruder
specializes in reserve police badges. Frank Selvaggio photograph

A change of venue to South County helped the
“Gateway” Police Collectors Show in Saint Louis smash
a 31-year attendance record with 170 collectors. The
69-table show on November 5 attracted hobbyists
from 12 states and enjoyed a 50-percent increase in
attendance from previous shows.
By Frank Selvaggio, Guest Writer
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Retired Missouri state Trooper Tom Breen brought this extremely rare
collection from the Missouri Highway Department. It shows the weigh officer
patch, breast badge and hat badge. This agency existed from 1923 until 1942
when it was incorporated into the MSHP. Frank Selvaggio photograph

A silent auction to benefit the family of a slain Saint Louis County Police
officer became the centerpiece of the 2016 “Gateway” show. Among the many
items auctioned off was this handsome framed collection of Saint Louis County
municipal police emblems. Frank Selvaggio photograph

“Gateway” Show ...Continued
Bill Burks hailed from Georgia.
Leonard Hanham came from South Carolina.
Kyle Naish joined us from Arkansas.
Randy Adams traveled from Ohio.
Skip Murray came in from Nebraska.
Tom Engelmann made the trip from from New York.
Missouri collectors included Bob and Chris Shockey, Don Magruder, Frank and
Jan Selvaggio, Tim and Amy Greer, Terry Bible, Bert Stirewalt, Matt Hanewinkel, Dave
Menendez, Tom and Diane Breen, Tammy Karnowski, Ashley Richardson, Clarence
Gibson, Brian Neukirch and Bill Leahy.
Many of the tableholders brought some unbelievable displays for collectors and
visitors to view.
The “Best Overall Display” award went to Salazar for his display of Texas constable
badges and patches.
Second place went to Hanewinkel for his historical display of Saint Louis Metropolitan
police items.

The “Best Badge Display” award went to McLean for his display of Saint Clair County,
Ill. and Alaska badges.
Second place went to Hall for his collection of Chicago area badges.
The “Best Patch Display” award went to Naish for his unique Major League Baseball
display which matched each team up with that city’s police patch.
Bible was awarded second place for his Saint Louis City PD, Saint Louis County PD
and Saint Louis area municipal police patches.
Unfortunately, awards could not be given out for all of the displays that were out for
others to enjoy.
Almost one month to the day before the show, Saint Louis County Police Officer Blake
Snyder was murdered in the line of duty leaving behind a young wife and a two year-old
son. This tragedy occurred less than two miles from where the “Gateway” show was held.
We wanted to do something to help, so a silent auction was quickly put together and
became the centerpiece of the show. A call was put out to the collectors attending the
show as well as businesses in the area.
The response was an unbelievable array of gifts and contributions to put up for
auction. By the end of the day, we raised over $3000 for the family of that young officer.
A huge ‘thank you’ goes out to all that provided items for the auction and to those that bid
on those items.
Several collectors just made contributions to the fund, which speaks to the character
of those who attend these “Gateway” shows. I can’t tell you how proud I am to know
these collectors and call them my friends.
Here are some of the interesting items that were on display at the show.
Hall, who is retired from the Chicago PD, had a badge in his collection which is known
as the 1933 Chicago Police World’s Fair badge. These badges were worn by members
of the PD who were assigned to the 1933-1934 World’s Fair. The badge has the words
“A Century Of Progress” commemorating the 100-year anniversary of the city of Chicago,
which incorporated in 1833. These are very rare and unique badges.
Breen, who is retired from the Missouri State Highway Patrol, displayed a rare weight
officer patch, breast badge and hat badge from the Missouri Highway Department. This

Retired Saint Louis Metropolitan Police Officer Matt Hanewinkel displayed
Roger McLean, a retired Saint Clair County, Ill. Sheriff’s deputy, had several
an array of Saint Louis area police memorabilia, including sheet music from the interesting displays, including a complete badge and patch from his former
1924 Police Quartet, a sergeant’s promotional letter from 1913 and a 1921 issue department. McLean also showed his Alaska badge collection. He has badges
Police and Fire Line badge. Frank Selvaggio photograph
from 46 municipal agencies. Frank Selvaggio photograph
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Collector Dave Menendez, a retired Saint Louis Metropolitan Police officer,
brought his collection of revolvers and pistols from the department. He has one
of the 1878 Colt Lightening revolvers. It was the first of the contract guns issued
by the department. Frank Selvaggio photograph
agency existed between 1923 and 1942 when it was incorporated into the Missouri State
Highway Patrol.
Officers from this agency did not have the power of arrest and had to take offenders
to the local justice of the peace for violations. Some actually carried weigh scales on
motorcycles.
Menendez is a retired Saint Louis Metropolitan Police officer. He displayed a sword
that was presented to Saint Louis City Police Chief Mathew Kiely in 1901. It was worn by
the chief during a ceremony at the 1904 World’s Fair in Saint Louis.
Menendez also brought his collection of Saint Louis Metropolitan Police revolvers
and pistols. He has one of the 1878 Colt Lightening revolvers, which was the first of the
contract guns issued by the police department.
Saint Louis Metropolitan Police Officer Hanewinkel set up his display next to
Menendez, who is a longtime friend. He displayed an array of Saint Louis police
memorabilia, including sheet music from the 1924 Police Quartet, a sergeant promotional
letter from 1913 and a 1921 issue Police and Fire Line badge which was issued by thenChief Martin O’Brien.
Retired Saint Clair County Sheriffs Deputy McLean had several interesting displays,
including a complete badge and patch collection of his former department in Illinois. He
also had an Alaskan display which included 46 badges from different municipal agencies.
For the first time in many years, we had tableholders selling law enforcement-specific
jewelry; Tammy Karnowski has her own jewelry business, and Ashley Richardson, who
represented the Life Church group called Blessed Are The Peacemakers. Their items
went over very well with the ladies at the show. I even bought a Christmas gift to put
under the tree.
Brian Neukirch of the Clayton Fire Department has a new woodworking business.
He makes many variations of wooden flags, which include thin blue line challenge coin
holder flags. This was his first show selling the wood items, which included custom
plaques with laser engraving.
I purchased one of the thin blue line flags and put it up in my office to display my
challenge coins. I get a ton of compliments on it.
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We had two authors at the show who were selling their books.
Leahy, who worked for the Saint Louis Metropolitan Police Department in the 1960’s,
wrote Curbstone Justice, which is a compilation of great stories from that department. It
is a great read for anyone with an interest in the history of the Saint Louis Metropolitan
Police Department.
Nelson was there with his books, Perfect Pawn, Queens Gambit, Small Town
Secrets, Bishop’s Gate and the newly-released Little Boy Lost. He is a retired New York
City Police sergeant who responded to the 9-11 disaster. Nelson has also authored
Uncommon Valor, which is a reference book on the insignia of the NYPD Emergency
Services Unit.
I ended up finding several university and college police patches that I needed for my
collection. But more important was that I made several new friends like I do at every
show I attend. My collection of patches is getting more difficult to add new items to, but I
will never run out of room to make new friends.
We have now held shows for 31 years here, which includes four Nationals. I guess we
will just keep going until people stop coming, which I don’t think will be any time soon.
I would like to credit Willie Herald for helping me with this story. He provided some of
the initial information for me.
FRANK SELVAGGIO (8946 Wilma Drive, Affton MO 63823)

Swap
Meet
Calendar
© 2016 Police Insignia Collectors Association
SPECIAL – These are the latest police insignia show and swap meet announcements.
Collectors interested in attending these events should contact the sponsors at
the addresses or telephone numbers listed for additional information, such as driving
directions, table availability, hotel or motel accommodations, handicapped accessibility,
parking or possible last-minute changes and/or cancellations.
Show sponsors provide “Swap Meet Calendar” listings. We are not responsible for
changes after we go to press, nor are we liable for errors or omissions.
These announcements are published at no cost to show sponsors. However, hosts
are requested to cooperate in our effort to obtain a follow-up story as soon as possible
after each show.
Because many collectors now use global positioning systems (GPS) to locate shows,
street addresses should be included in these announcements.

Claremont, Calif.
The 36th Annual “Porky” Police and Fire Memorabilia Show will be Sat., Jan. 21 from
9 am to 3 pm at Taylor Hall, 1775 North Indian Hill Blvd., Claremont, Calif. Nick Cardaras,
Gene Gianuzzi and Dennis Smith will host it.
Admission is $5.
All 104 tables have been sold.
The show is a fundraiser for the Claremont Police Explorers.
There will be a display contest and refreshments will be available.
The host hotel is the Double Tree, 555 W. Foothill Blvd., Claremont. Special room
rates are available. Make reservations on (909) 626-2411.
Visit the show Web site, ThePorkyShow.Com, to find directions to the show, make
hotel reservations and view photographs from past shows.
To be placed on a waiting list for tables, contact Cardaras on nick@theporkyshow.
com.
For publicity, directions or facilities information, contact Smith at dennis@
theporkyshow.com.
For awards information, contact Gianuzzi at gene@theporkyshow.com.

Titusville, Fla.

Brian Neukirch of the Clayton, Mo. Fire Department has a new woodworking
business and attended the “Gateway” show for the first time on November 5. He
makes law enforcement-related wood products, such as a thin blue line flag that
can be used to display challenge coins. Frank Selvaggio photograph

The 32nd Annual “Space Coast” Patch Show will be Sat., Jan. 28 from 9 am to 3 pm
at the Elks Lodge, 2955 Columbia Blvd., Titusville, Fla. Steve and Karen Bridges will host
it.
Eighty-five tables are available for $20 each before December 31. After that date
tables will be $25. Early reservations are recommended because tables are offered
on a “first come” basis. The show is a sellout every year. The hall will open at 8 am for
exhibitor set up.
Awards will be presented for the best displays.
The Elks Lodge will offer lunch.
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Swap Meet Calendar ...Continued
The host hotel is the Holiday Inn Titusville/Kennedy Space Center, 4715 Helen Hauser
Blvd. An $89 room rate (plus tax) includes a hot buffet breakfast. The rate is good from
January 27 to January 29. Make reservations on (321) 383-0200 and ask for the Space
Coast Patch Show rate.
Titusville is close to the Kennedy Space Center and other central Florida attractions.
The American Police Hall of Fame is located only a minutes from the show hall. It has
fabulous a patch collection.
Make table reservations by contacting Bridges on (321) 302-1983 (cell) or by email on
sbridges@cfl.rr.com.
Confirm reservations by mailing table fees to Steve Bridges, 1535 Justin Court,
Titusville FL 32796.

Roseville, Calif.
The 22nd Annual Doug Messer “49’er” Public Safety and Military Collectors Show will
be Sat., Feb. 25 from 9 am to 2 pm at the Roseville Veterans Memorial Hall, 110 Park Dr.,
Roseville, Calif. Mike Lynch, Brian Smith and Phil Jordan will host it.
Admission is $5.
Forty-seven eight-foot tables are available for $30 each. There is a two-table limit
unless the show does not sellout. Early reservations are recommended. The hall will
open at 8 am for exhibitor only setup.
The show is a fundraiser for the Concerns of Police Survivors and is sponsored by the
International Police Association Region 29 and the Roseville American Legion Alyn W.
Butler Post 169.
The Fairfield Inn, 1910 Taylor Rd., Roseville, is offering a show rate of $75 plus tax.
The reservation code is “DMSS.” The rate is valid only until Feb. 4. Make reservations on
(916) 772-3500.
The hosts will host a pre-show gathering at the Fairfield Inn first floor conference room
from 5 pm to 6:30 pm on Friday, Feb. 24.
Please make checks for tables payable to Mike Lynch and mail to Mike Lynch, PO Box
3212, Bowman CA 95604-3212, (530) 305-1166, lynch3212@gmail.com.

Marshall, Minn.
The 2017 Marshall Swap Meet will be Sat., Feb. 25 from 9 am to 1 pm at the Marshall
Merit Training Center, 1001 W. Erie Rd., Marshall, Minn. Dave Gislason will host it.
Admission is $5.
Tables are $5 each.
Refreshments will be available.
The Merit Center is a new public safety training center.
For table reservations or more information, contact Gislason on (507) 530-1712 or
patch.ho@chartermi.net.

Athens, O.
The First Annual “Southeastern Ohio” Police Collectors Show will be Sat., Mar. 11
from 9 am to 2 pm at the Athens City Recreation Center, 701 E. State St., Athens, O.
Clay Lowing and Andy Watson will host this new show.
Admission is a donation. Free admission to on-duty uniformed officers.
Tables are $15 for one and $10 for each additional table.
This show is only open to law enforcement professionals and known collectors.
To reserve a table or request additional information, contact:
Clay Lowing cl1237@gmail.com, or
Andy Watson aawwatson@icloud.com.

Fairfax, Va.
The Fairfax Regional Badge and Patch Show will be Sat., Mar. 18 from 10 am to 3
pm at the Fairfax County Police Association Hall, 5625 Revercomb Ct., Fairfax, Va. Larry
Wilkins and Bill Steinkiller will host it.
Admission is $5.
Tables are $20 each and must be paid in advance. Tables are available on a first
come basis. The hall will open at 9 am for setup. Please specify the need for a wall table
or electrical connection.
Food and drinks will be available for purchase.
There is plenty of free parking.
A “Best of Show” display trophy will be awarded.
There will be raffle to benefit the Fair County Police Explorer program.
All proceeds will be donated to the police association.
Please make checks for tables payable to the FCPA Show and mail to FCPA Show,
PO Box 917, Purcellville VA 20134-0917.
The show has a Web site at FairfaxRegionalBadgeandPatchShow.com.
For additional information, please email Wilkins and Steinkiller at FCPAShow@aol.
com.

Saint Louis, Mo.
The 2017 International Law Enforcement Educators and Trainers Association (ILLETA)
“Honor Our Fallen” Police Memorabilia Show will be Sun., Mar. 19 from 1 pm to 5 pm at
the Saint Louis Union Station Double Tree Hotel, 1820 Market St., Saint Louis, Mo. Tom
Engelmann will host it.
Admission is $5.
Tables are $15. The hall will open at noon for exhibitor setup.
The hotel will waive the $25 daily parking fee for conference attendees.
Collectors will have to pay a $5 parking fee.
All proceeds will be donated to the Concerns of Police Survivors (COPS).
This is the same show that has been held in the Chicago area for the last three
years. It will be held the day before the opening of the ILEETA Annual Conference. The
conference attracts law enforcement officers from around the world.
The show will be sponsored by ILEETA and the National Rifle Association Law
Enforcement Division.
There will be a silent auction to raise money for COPS.
For table reservations or additional information, contact Engelmann on (315) 5697212 or tjengelmann@cazenovia.edu.

Detroit, Mich.
The Thirty-third Annual Detroit Area Police and Fire Collectors Show and Exhibit
will be Sat., Apr. 1 from 9 am to 3 pm at the UFCW Union Hall, 876 Horrace Brown Dr.,
Madison Heights, Mich. Dave Loar, Mike Duvall, Todd Hansen and Bill Pace will host it.
Admission is $5. Children 12 are admitted free.
One hundred twenty-plus eight-foot tables are available for $25 each. Tables must be
paid for in advance. The hall will open at 7 am for exhibitor setup.
There will hourly door prizes, display awards and a patch drop drawing.
This is a closed show. You must be a known collector or have valid police or fire ID or
accompany one of the above to be admitted.
Current style badges may not be bought, sold or traded at the show or on the property.
Displays which contain current badges must be marked “Display Only.” Failure to comply
with this policy may result in expulsion from the show and possible exclusion from future
shows.
Table reservation payments should be made payable to Dave Loar by check, money
order or Pay Pal. His address is 2547 Astoria Blvd., Howell MI 48843-7653. (517) 4049781 cdloar@hotmail.com.
For additional information, contact Duvall on (586) 709-6891 or duvallm70@yahoo.
com, or
Hansen at 2933hansen@gmail.com, or
Pace at wpace423@aol.com.

Riverdale, Md.
The 31st Mid-Atlantic Police Collectors Extravaganza will be Sat., Apr. 8 from 10 am to
3 pm at the Elks Lodge, 6700 Kenwilworth Ave., Riverdale, Md. Andy Ferraro will host it.
Admission is $5.
Approximately 100 tables are available for $23 each. The hall will open for exhibitor
setup only at 9 am.
Collectors who wish to enter the hall before 10 am must pay a $10 early bird fee.
There will be a trophy for the best display.
Send table reservations to Andy Ferraro, 4214 Woodberry St., Hyattsville MD 207821171.
For additional information, contact the host on (240) 723-0507 or (301) 927-2327.

Hasbrouck Heights, N.J.
The New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Police and Fire Collectors Show will be held
on Sun., Apr. 23 from 9 am to 3 pm at the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post No. 4591, 513
Springfield Ave., Hasbrouck Heights, N.J. Gerry Tibbs and Eddie Zitek will host it.
This is the rebirth of the popular show once hosted by the late Eddie Miller. It is back
after a long hiatus at the same hall as before. Come and bring back the tradition!
Admission is $5. Wives and children 12 will be admitted free.
Fifty eight-foot tables are available for $25 each and must be paid for in advance.
Displays are welcome. There will be awards for the best patch, badge and overall
displays.
Refreshments will be available.
This show is open to public safety personnel and known collectors only. Valid ID is
necessary.
All applicable federal, state and local laws must be strictly adhered to.
Reproduction items and display only items must be marked.
For reservations or additional information, contact Tibbs on (201) 785-7792 or
NYNJPCS@gmail.com.

Brampton, Ont.

The 35th Annual Peel Regional Police Badge and Patch Trade Show will be Sat., Apr.
29 from 9 am to 2 pm at the Peel Regional Police Association Hall, 10675 Mississauga
Rd., Brampton, Ont. Steve Van Seggelen will host it.
This show is the first of the spring and brings out collectors from throughout southern
Ontario.
Please contact the host for additional informatio on peeler785@rogers.com.
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Milwaukee, Wis.
The 2017 Milwaukee Police and Fire Badge and Patch Show will be Sun., Apr. 30
from 9 am to 3 pm at the Saint Francis Lions Community Center, 3476 E. Howard Ave.,
Saint Francis, Wis., a Milwaukee suburb. Mark Stampfl will host it.
Admission is $3.
Tables are $15.
For table reservations or additional information, contact Stampfl on (414) 352-1618,
(414) 235-1404 (cell) or MKEPatchShow@wi.rr.com.

Fall River, Mass.
The 2017 “Bay State” Police Insignia Collector Shows will be Sun., May 7 and Sun.,
Oct. 1 at the Fall River Police PAL Building, 31 Franklin St., Fall River, Mass. Gary Smith
and Barb Haven are the hosts.
Admission is $7.
Tables are $17 each for the first table and $10 for each additional table. The table fee
includes one admission. Table setup begins at 8:45 am.
Tables not occupied by 10 am will be resold with no refunds.
Donations will be accepted to raise funds for a different location in the future.
The hosts reserve the right to refuse admittance to anyone. Only law enforcement
officers and known collectors will be admitted. Credentials may be verified at the door.
Refreshments will available.
For table reservations or additional information, please email baystatepolice@gmail.
com.

Saint Paul, Minn.
The Third Annual “Capitol City” Law Enforcement Collectors Show will be Sat., May 13
from 9 am to 2 pm at the Saint Paul Police Department Western District Headquarters,
389 N. Hamline Ave., Saint Paul, Minn.
The show will be hosted by the Saint Paul Police Department and collectors Dave
Passivize, Jim Hart and Mike R. Bondarenko. It will be sponsored by the Saint Paul
Police Historical Society and Police Collectors News.
Admission is free. A donation to the Saint Paul Police Historical Society is requested.
Exhibitor tables are available for free. A donation to the Saint Paul Police Historical
Society is requested. Both previous shows have been complete sellouts. Early
reservations are highly recommended.
This show is a fundraiser for the Saint Paul Police Historical Society.
Complimentary coffee, soft drinks and snacks will be served. Hot dogs and chips will
be served for lunch. There are also numerous fast food restaurants nearby.
Please make table reservations with Mike R. Bondarenko on (715) 684-2216 or email
on mikerbondarenko@baldwin-telecom.net.

Cleveland, O.
The 2017 Greater Cleveland Peace Officers Memorial Society Police Collectors Show
will be Sat., May 20 from 10 am to 3 pm at the Doubletree Hotel, 1111 Lakeside Ave.,
Cleveland, O. John Kasinecz and Phil Rozzi will host it.
Admission is $5.
Tables are available for collectors and traders for $15 each and businesses or
merchants for $25 each. Table setup will be from 8 to 10 am.
The show is an official event of the 32nd Annual Peace Officers Commemoration
Week.
The week of events starts Sat., May 13 with a grave maker ceremony and placement
at the Peace Officers Memorial in Huntington Park.
There will be a candlelight vigil on May 15 to commemorate the lives of fallen peace
officers. There is a rain date of May 17, if needed.
There will be a Street Survival Seminar for law enforcement officers on May 17 and
18.
A welcome party will be held on May 18 at a popular Cleveland night spot.
On May 19, there will be a law enforcement parade and a memorial service, followed
by a luncheon for all participants sponsored by the Fraternal Order of Police.
There will be a fellowship steak roast in the evening sponsored by the Cleveland
Police Patrolmen’s Association.
After the insignia show, collectors and their families are invited to the annual
international tattoo, a magnificent display of police bagpipes, drums and drill teams.
The tattoo will be followed by a march back to the Doubletree Hotel for an after-cast
party.
There will be a memorial mass and breakfast on May 21.
Early reservations at the Doubletree are recommended and can be made on (216)
241-5100.
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Swap Meet Calendar ...Continued
Make table reservations for the collectors show with John Kasincez on (216) 661-1886
or Phil Rozzi on (330) 858-4346 or email collectorsshow@policememorialsociety.com.

Louisville, Ky.
The 2017 Mideast Regional Police Collectors Show will be Fri., June 2 from 12 pm
to 7 pm and Sat., June 3 from 10 am to 3 pm at the Galt House Hotel and Convention
Center, 140 N. Fourth St., in downtown Louisville, Ky. Jim Clark will host it.
Up to 150 tables will be available for $50 each, which includes a table cloth, table
skirt, two chairs and two all-access admission passes for each day of the show. The hall
will open an hour early each day for exhibitor setup only.
Hotels rooms will be available for $119 per night for standard rooms and $139 for tworoom suites. The show will be held in the suite tower, so suite rooms are recommended.
“As with all my past shows, the strictest anti-reproduction policy in the hobby will
continue to be in effect. Basically, mark them or leave them home. Under Kentucky law,
any counterfeit item which is not sold as such can be seized under intellectual property
rights violations. If one of the frequent reproduction artists shows up here, I will have
a truck ready to their take their counterfeit wares to the Louisville Metropolitan Police
Department property room,” Clark said.
“This is a really nice, police-friendly hotel in the heart of the downtown tourist district.
There are dozens of restaurants, bars and other attractions (Louisville Slugger Factory
and Museum, Evan Williams Bourbon Experience, Muhammad Ali Center, etc.) within
walking distance of the hotel,” Clark said.
The Galt House offers Jeff Ruby’s, the best steakhouse in the city, and two bourboncentric bars, he said.
Clark recommends the $139 per night waterfront suites at the Galt House, Make
reservations on https://resweb.passkey.com/go/pcs062017.
For table reservations, contact the host by email on jmclark0478@gmail.com. Those
without email can call him on (502) 931-5805. Please keep calls to a minimum.

Mesa, Ariz.
The Fourth Annual Mesa-Phoenix Law Enforcement Collectibles Show will be Sat.,
June 10 from 9 am to 3 pm at the Windmere Conference Center and Resort Hotel, 5750
E. Main St., Mesa, Ariz. Jim and Shirley Ward will host it.
Admission is $4. Kids are admitted free.
Fifty-five tables are available for $40 each and must be reserved and paid for in
advance. The hall will open at 8 am for exhibitor setup.
The first three shows were sellouts. Early table reservations are recommended.
Special room rates are available at the hotel. Call the hotel and mention the police
collectors rate on (800) 888-3561 or (480) 985-3600.
Send table reservations to Jim Ward, 7757 E. Caballero Dr., Mesa AZ 85207.
Call or email the hosts with any questions: (480) 699-4559 (home) or (419) 656-4115
(cell) or ward5901@yahooo.com.

Branson, Mo.
The Third Annual “Heart of the Ozarks” Police Collectors Show will be Sat., June
17 from 8 am to 4 pm at the Radisson Hotel, 120 Wildwood Dr., Branson, Mo. It will be
hosted by Jim Post, Terry Bible and Tom Breen.
The show is an official event of Branson Law Enforcement Recognition Week.
Admission is free.
One hundred six-foot tables are available for $10 each. Early reservations are

recommended.
There will be a display contest with awards.
Discounts at area attractions will be offered..
There will be an antique police car show and motorcycle competition.
Collectors will have an opportunity to meet Junior Brown, a “Highway Patrol” writer
and performer.
The hotel is offering discounted room rates of $89.99 a night.
For table reservations, please contact Tom Breen, 5500 East Critter Crossing Road,
Hartsburg MO 65039. Checks, major credit cards and Pay Pal are accepted. His email is
mshp297@hotmail.com.
For additional information, etc., please contact Post on kopkars@arkansas.net or
(479) 253-6333 or Bible on terry.bible264@gmail.com or (417) 527-1598.

San Luis Obispo, Calif.
The Fourteenth Annual California Law Enforcement Historical Society Police
Memorabilia Collectors’ Show will be Sat., July 8 from 9 am to 2 pm at the Central Coast
Veteran’s Memorial Hall, 801 Grand Ave., San Luis Obispo, Calif. President Gary Hoving
and CLEHS will host it.
Admission is $5 and children under 12 are admitted free.
Sixty-five seven-foot tables are available for $40 each. (Tables are $35 for CLEHS
members.) Early reservations are recommended. The show is an annual sellout.
Awards will be presented for the best patch, badge, historical, educational and best of
show displays.
This show is a fundraiser for CLEHS.
Table reservations and payment can be made online at the CLEHS Web site,
calpolicehistory.com, or by sending a check to Gary Hoving, President, California Law
Enforcement Historical Society, PO Box 475, Pismo Beach CA 93448. His telephone
number is (805) 929-3106.
The CLEHS annual meeting will be held at the hall on Friday, July 7 from 5 to 6 pm.
All members are welcome. Immediately following the meeting, there will be a reception in
the Memorial Museum from 6 to 8 pm. All are welcome.

National Police Collectors Show
The California Law Enforcement Historical Society will host the 2017 National Police
Collectors Show at the Ontario Convention Center in Ontario, Calif. on Aug. 18-20. The
convention center is located 38 miles east of downtown Los Angeles on Interstate 10.
Public hours for the event are 9 am to 5 pm on Sat., Aug. 19 and 9 am to 2 pm on
Sun., Aug. 20.Pre-registered tableholders only will be allowed into the hall on Fri., Aug.
18 from 12 noon to 5 pm for setup.
Three hundred eight-foot by 30 inches display tables are available for $80 each.
Special accommodations and location requests will be honored in order of reservation.
Early table reservations are strongly recommended. One hundred fifteen tables had been
reserved as of August 21.
Admission will be $5. Children under 12 will be admitted free.
The host hotel is the Doubletree Hotel Ontario Airport, located next to the Convention
Center, at 222 North Vineyard Ave. The room rate is $119 per night plus tax.
To make a table reservation online, go the Historical Society Web site,
CalPoliceHistory.Com. On the right margin click on the 2017 National Police Collectors
Show tab.
Table reservations can be made by mail by sending a check to Gary Hoving,
President, California Law Enforcement Historical Society, PO Box 475, Pismo Beach CA
93448-0475, (805) 441-4936, calpolicehistory@aol.com.
Please direct questions about the show to President Hoving.

Ripon, Calif.
The 32nd Annual Northern California Law Enforcement Collectors Show and the
Menlo Park and Ripon Police Explorers Police Emergency Vehicle Show and Law
Enforcement Recruitment Fair will be held at the Ripon Community Center, 334 West
Fourth St., Ripon, Calif. on Sat., Oct. 7 from 9 am to 2 pm.
The shows are fundraisers for the Concerns of Police Survivors, Ripon Police VIPS
and Menlo Park Police Cadets.
The shows are sponsored by the International Police Association Region 29 and the
Ripon Police Department.
Admission is $5.
Fifty-one eight-foot tables are available for $25 each. Display only tables are $10
each. Tableholder-only setup begins at 8 am.
Awards will be presented for the best insignia and vehicle displayed.
The host hotel is the Fairfield Inn, 4342 Salida Blvd., Modesto, Calif. The hotel offers a
law enforcement show rate. Please mention the rate when making room reservations on
(209) 543-7800.
There will be a pre-show gathering at the host hotel on Friday, Oct. 6 from 5 pm to
6:30 pm.
Send checks for table reservations to Mike Lynch, PO Box 3212, Bowman CA 956043212. Please make checks out to Mike Lynch. His telephone number is (530) 613-4732.
His email is lynch3212@gmail.com.
Questions about the emergency vehicle vehicle show should be directed to Darryl
Lindsay on inpursuitmppd@yahoo.com or on (650) 743-4486.
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Traverse City, Mich.
The Third Annual Traverse City Area Police and Fire Collectors Show will be Sat., Oct.
14 from 9 am to 3 pm in the ballroom at the Turtle Creek Casino and Hotel, 7741 M-72
E., Williamsburg. Mich. Dave and Dawn Sprinkle will host it.
Admission is $4. Children under 12 are admitted free.
Forty-five six-foot tables are available for $20 each and must be paid for in advance.
The hall will be open from 7 to 9 am for exhibitor setup with free coffee and muffins
available.
Current badges may not be bought, sold or traded at the show or on the property.
Current badge exhibits must be marked “For Display Only.”
There will be display awards, a patch drop box drawing and door prizes.
For table reservations or additional information, contact Dave Sprinkle, PO Box 96,
Acme MI 49610-006 or email dave_sprinkle@hotmail.com.
The show has a Facebook page and group.

Norman Park, Ga.
The Fourth Annual Southeast Patch and Badge Trade Show will be Sat., Nov. 11 from
9 am to 3 pm at the Norman Park Elementary School Gymnasium, 249 W. Weeks St.,
Norman Park, Ga. Jeremy Henry and the Norman Park Police Department will host it.
Admission is free. However, donations will be accepted for the Norman Park School
Parent Teachers Organization.
Approximately 70 tables will be available for $15 each. The hall will open at 7 am for
exhibitor setup. Tableholders need not be present at 7 am, but it is requested that setup
be completed by 9 am.
The elementary school is located behind the Georgia Baptist Conference Center, the
former show site.
An award will be presented for the best display.
For further information or a registration package, contact Henry at jshenry99@yahoo.
com or call (229) 873-0278 or (229) 769-3611. A registration packet is also available by
mail by writing to Southeast Patch and Badge Trade Show, PO Box 14, Norman Park GA
31771.

Allentown, N.J.
The 27th Annual “Central Jersey” Police and Fire Insignia Collectors Show will be
Sun., Nov. 19 from 8 am to 2 pm at the Allentown First Aid Squad Building, Route 526,
Allentown, N.J. Dominick Botteri will host it.
Admission is $5. Wives, girlfriends and children are admitted free.
Six-foot tables are $20 each and payable in advance. One admission is included.
Early reservations are recommended because all previous shows have been sellouts.
The hall will open at 7 am for exhibitor setup.
There will be a patch drop and display contest.
Displays are encouraged.
Patch reproductions available for trade must be marked as reproductions. Contact the
show host for any questions or additional information regarding this policy.
Food will be available.
All proceeds will benefit the Allentown First Aid Squad.
For table reservations, directions o additional information, etc., contact Dominick
Botteri at (609) 571-8201 (text or call) or email ltd104@aol.com.

Selena and Jeremy Henry have hosted three very successful Southeast
Badge and Patch Trade Shows in Norman Park, Ga. The 2016 show attracted
collectors from ten states and was a 63-table sellout. They will host one more
show in Norman Park next November 11. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
Trade Shows, each one larger and better attended than the last.
On November 16, hosts Jeremy and Selena Henry welcomed collectors from ten
states to a 63-table sellout. The show was moved to the gymnasium to accommodate
more tables.
“We were very pleased with the turnout from both tableholders and walk-in guests.
As was the case this year, we had a slight increase in the number of attendees,” Jeremy
Henry said.
Collectors came from Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, New York,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and Wisconsin.
Tableholders were Gary Teragawa, Bill Burks, Vince Mixon, Mike R. Bondarenko,
Charlie Edwards, Jay Ethridge, Jim Hardy, Dave Henley, Steve Robertson, Rob Jackson,
Elton Rosser, Bob Murray, Jim Fightmaster, Peter Reid, Bill Charles, Diana McCarthy,
Leonard Hanham, Melvyn Jameson, Charles Thurman, John Lawson, David Dale, Ken
Robinson, Dave Mercurio and Johnson Faircloth.
There were 30 walk-ins, including Joe Rabomski, who traveled from Rochester. N.Y.,

Teragawa Wins
Norman Park
Display Contest
Gary Teragawa, who recently moved from California
to Georgia, won top honors in the display contest at the
Southeast Badge and Patch Collectors Trade Show in
Norman Park., Ga. The Norman Park Police Department
hosted the third annual show on November 16.
By Mike R. Bondarenko, Editor
NORMAN PARK, Ga. – Norman Park is an unlikely venue for a law enforcement
insignia show. It’s a very small town in rural southwest Georgia. There are no restaurants
or hotels; the only accommodations are at the Georgia Baptist Conference Center.
Yet, Norman Park has hosted three very successful Southeast Badge and Patch

Jeremy Henry (left) presented Gary Teragawa (right) with the “Most Unique
Display” award at the 2016 Southeast Badge and Patch Trade Show in Norman
Park, Ga. on November 16. Teragawa recently relocated from California, where
he was a CHP supervisor. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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Gary Teragawa’s award-winning display at the Southeast Badge and Patch
Trade Show in Norman Park, Ga. featured his outstanding collection of badges,
patches, artifacts and memorabilia from the San Francisco, Calif. area. He
specializes in California. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

One of Gary Teragawa’s displays at the Southeast Badge and Patch Trade
Show was this collection of badges and identification cards from San Francisco,
Calif. area law enforcement agencies. Teragawa was honored with the “Most
Unique” display award. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Norman Park Show ...Continued

Norman Park,” Henry said.
Because the conference center will be closed, collectors will need to find
accommodations in other cities. There are hotels in nearby Tifton and Moultrie.
Tallahassee is the closest airport. It is about 50 miles away.
“We’re going to keep this show going. We have too much fun not to keep it going,”
Henry said.
The Henrys and the Police Department are very dedicated to the show. They provided
early morning coffee and rolls, plenty of bottled water and soft drinks and a BBQ
sandwich bag lunch at noon. Door prizes were awarded throughout the day as well.

and Tom Rees from Madison, Va.
Henry announced the conference center would close at the end of the year, so the
show will have a new venue in 2017. He said it will be held on Saturday, November 11 at
the Norman Park Elementary School Gymnasium, which is near the conference center.
There is room for about 70 tables.
“It’s a nicer place than this one, and the parking situation is better,” Henry said.
In 2018, Elton Rosser, a longtime Georgia collector, will take over planning the show.
It will be held somewhere in central or southern Georgia. The venue has not been
determined
“The Norman Park Police Department would to thank the many collectors from across
the country that have made the Southeast Badge and Patch Trade Show a success and
hopes that each of you will return to our town for the last show here so it can continue
to grow. Please keep in mind this will not be the end of the show, only the last one in

Teragawa wins display contest Gary Teragawa, a veteran California collector,
now lives in eastern Georgia and went home with the award for the best display.
Teragawa was honored for a fabulous collection of San Francisco area law
enforcement badges, patches, documents and other artifacts. It was the first time that
local collectors had the opportunity to see his great collection.
“San Francisco is a long way from Norman Park, but this collection very impressed
our judge. It is a very nice collection of badges, patches and many other items,” Henry
said as he presented the award to the very appreciative Teragawa.
Teragawa featured items from the SFPD, as well as other San Francisco agencies in
eight large display cases.
He said he is enjoying living in Georgia but is still very much into collecting California,
especially state agencies.

This segment of Gary Teragawa’s award-winning display focused on the San
Francisco Police Department. Reserve officer insignia and a photograph are
shown on the left. Civil Defense insignia from the 1950s is shown on the right
along with some very old patches. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

San Francisco has a number of law enforcement agencies, including colleges
and universities, which are displayed in Gary Teragawa’s award-winning display.
He also showed patches and badges from the San Francisco County Sheriff’s
Department. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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Elton Rosser has an absolutely awesome collection of Georgia municipal
police department patches, which he put on display at the Southeast Badge
and Patch Trade Show in Norman Park, Ga. Rosser has a virtually complete
collection of police emblems from the state. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
“Collecting is a lot different now than it used to be. With the Internet, you can still find
things from anywhere in the country,” he said.
Teragawa was honored to have been chosen for the award.
There several other outstanding displays.
Jim Hardy brought a very unique exhibit of about 90 Georgia state shape patches
mounted on a large display board cut into the shape of the state. It has current and
obsolete styles from state, county and local agencies.
I’m no expert on state shapes but based on the number I saw at the show and have in
my collection, Georgia probably has as many state shapes as any other state. Hardy has
a great collection.
The State Patrol wears a state shape as do many other state agencies.
Elton Rosser featured his Georgia municipal police patch collection, which is one of
the largest and most complete in the state. It includes many obsolete styles and rarities,
all beautifully framed. His framed displays covered a end of the show hall.
“I’m pretty proud of it. There are a lot of really old and rare patches up there,” Rosser
said of his collection.

Georgia collector Jim Hardy showed an awesome state-shaped display of
Georgia state shaped patches at the Southeast Badge and Patch Trade Show.
Georgia has as many state shapes as any other state. Hardy collects hem all,
state, county and local agencies. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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One of Atlanta, Ga. Police Department collector Melvyn Jameson’s most
prized artifacts is the medal of honor that was awarded to Officer Wyley Hart
Shepherd. Officer Shepherd was injured in a motorcycle accident and lived for
32 years before he died in January 1994. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
According to the Department of Justice, there are about 628 law enforcement
agencies in Georgia, so there are a lot of patches to collect.
Congratulations are in order! Rosser and his wife, Mackenzie, were recently married
in Norman Park. There was plenty of good -natured kidding about him taking his bride to
a patch show for their honeymoon.
Melvyn Jameson has been collecting his department, the Atlanta Police Department,
for 40 years. His five-table Atlanta display was one of the largest and most complete
major city collections I have ever had the pleasure to see and enjoy. There were framed
sets of badges, patches, photographs, vehicle license plates and much, much more. It
was awesome.
“I think the most unique thing is the department medal of honor once awarded to
Officer Wyley Hart Shepherd. He was injured on the job and was in a coma for 32
years before he passed away. They kept him alive for 32 years until January 14, 1994,”
Jameson said.
Jameson said Officer Shepherd was on patrol on a motorcycle when he was involved

Elton and Mackenzie Rosser of Dudley, Ga. were recently married in Norman
Park, so collectors like Mike R. Bondarenko couldn’t resist asking if their
honeymoon included the badge and patch show! Rosser will find a new venue
for the Norman Park show in 2018. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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This is a collection of Atlanta Police Department hat and breast badges from
the outstanding collection of Melvyn Jameson. He specializes in his former
department’s insignia. The top row shows some old badges, while the second
and third rows features current badges. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
Melvyn Jameson’s outstanding Atlanta, Ga. Police Department collection
includes this exhibition of department special unit patches, such as inspector,
security inspector, school traffic inspector, property clerk, inventory systems
specialist, parking control and many others. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Norman Park Show ...Continued
in an accident. He struck his head on a curb and never regained consciousness for 32
years.
The medal of honor is mounted on a large commemorative plaque.
Jameson is a retired APD sergeant.
Atlanta police history goes back to 1844 when the city, then a tiny settlement called
Marthesville, named its first marshal. Today, the city has about 1800 sworn officers. It’s
the largest department in Georgia.
“The department history is something I’ve always been interested in. I’ve been able to
find a lot of a lot of historic items. I’ve got a big collection. There is more at home that I
didn’t bring to this show,” Jameson said.
Jameson’s collection is world class.

11,500 patches and counting While it was common years ago for collectors to
collect anything and everything, as in every police and sheriff patch, only a handful of

These are more Atlanta Police Department special units patches, including
Air Unit, Helicopter Patrol, Honor Guard, Investigator, Mounted Police, School
Traffic, Corrections Recruit, Guard, Security Inspector and SWAT. There are
also several subdued APD patches. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

The Atlanta Police Department collection that Melvyn Jameson featured
at the Southeast Badge and Patch Trade Show included subdued patches,
badge pins and special unit badges. He showed a subdued SWAT patch. The
department wears a variety of shields. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Melvyn Jameson’s collection features an array of Atlanta Police Department
patches with unattached rockers, such as SWAT Team, K-9 Unit, Mounted
Patrol, Field Training Officer, Field Instructor, Certified ID Tech, Identification
Specialist, School Traffic and several others. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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Bill Charles (left) and Rob Jackson (right) were among tableholders at the
Southeast Badge and Patch Collectors Show in Norman Park, Ga. Charles is
a retired Atlanta police lieutenant, while Jackson owns the legendary insignia
business “Patches” he started with Robert Kirk. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
those collectors are still active. Joe Rabomski is one of them.
Rabomski, of Rochester, N.Y., has collected 11,500 municipal police patches from
every state over the last ten years. His goal is to collect one police patch from every
department in the country.
“I only collect police department patches. I don’t collect any special units. I only collect
the patches that regular police officers wear.”
Rabomski opted to collect police patches rather than sheriff’s offices or other
agencies.
While his first interest was New York state, his collecting interest quickly expanded to
all 50 states.
“My goal is complete the country. Every police department in every state,” he said.
Rabomski likes to likes to go on patch collecting trips across the country.
“It’s a lot of fun to drive from city to city and department to department and collect
patches. I’ve been pretty successful,” he said.
Rabomski said his reception at police departments across the country has been
everything from a very cold “No patches” to a warm welcome and station tour and ridealong offer.

Great trading show I have attended two Norman Park shows and gone home with
big bags of patches from each one! This year, I was lucky enough to trade for about 100
patches for my various collections.
I picked up a ball cap-size Georgia State Patrol emblem, as well as full-size state
shapes for Motor Carrier Compliance, DPS Safety Officer, Capitol Police officer and

Joe Rabomski (left), who traveled all the way from Rochester, N.Y. for the
show, told Mike R. Bondarenko (right) that he has collected more than 11,500
municipal police emblems. Rabomski only collects police officer emblems; he
does not collect any special unit insignia. Paula J. Bondarenko photograph

Bob Murray (right) catches up on the latest hobby news with the current
edition of PCNEWS at the Southeast Badge and Patch Trade Show in Norman
Park. Murray is a former National Show host and brought a wide variety of
badges from across the country. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
auxiliary officer (which is part of the Building Authority), Building Authority Police and
Ports Authority Police.
Thanks to Dave Mercurio, I went home with several Alabama state agency emblems,
Alcoholic Beverage Control, Governor’s Marijuana Eradication Task Force, subdued
State Trooper, Marine Patrol, DPS state seal, State Trooper Auxiliary, reduced State
Trooper and Department of Corrections cloth badge.
I added a lot of other state agency emblems, California State University Police,
Connecticut DMHAS Public Safety, Connecticut Capitol Police (old style), Indiana
State Police (two subdued styles) and Communications, Illinois Conservation Police,
Illinois State Police “Operation Cash Crop”, Illinois State Police Bomb Tech, Maryland

Dave Mercurio (left) and Mike R. Bondarenko (right) renewed their
longstanding friendship at the Southeast Badge and Patch Trade Show.
Mercurio was a charter member of the Police Insignia Collectors Association
and Police Collectors News subscriber. Paula J. Bondarenko photograph
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Commercial Vehicle Division,
Mississippi Department of Transportation, Missouri State Highway Patrol Motor
Equipment Division, Finance and Supply Division, Construction and Maintenance
Division, New Hampshire State Police Bomb Disposal Team, New Jersey Capitol Police
(subdued), New Jersey Security Guard, New York State Metropolitan Transportation
Authority PD, New York State
University Police, New York Volunteer Fire Police Association, South Carolina
SCSEW, South Carolina Department of Employment and Work Force and South Carolina
Employment Security Commission Police and Tennessee Department of Public Safety
Criminal Identification.
My major and capital cities collection acquisitions include Little Rock, Ark. SWAT,
Hartford, Conn. ERT, Columbus, O. Dispatcher and Recruit, Albany, N.Y. Public Service
Officer and Telecommunications Specialist, Oklahoma City PD cloth badge and Nashville,
Tenn. Flight Operations and SWAT.
For my major cities collection, Norman Park provided me with Chicago, Ill. PD
Homicide, New York City PD September 11 commemorative, New York City Metropolitan
Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority Special Operations Division, New Orleans PD
Grounds Patrol Division, Baltimore PD Canine Unit, Austin, Tex. PD Airport, Dispatcher
and Park Police.
I was lucky enough to add two motor carrier enforcement patches from Saskatchewan
Highway Transport Patrol, which features gold Mylar thread and Cullman County, Ala.
Weight Enforcement.
Finally, from South Australia, I added the current police, Special Tasks and Rescue
Force, Sheriff’s Officer Security and Department of Road Transport Inspector, which I
suspect is motor carrier enforcement. Does anyone know if I am correct?

Norman Park table talk Tom Rees came in search of bomb squad and ordinance
disposal unit emblems for his collection. Rees only collects patches worn by cops who
are willing to blow things up. He attended the Fairfax County, Va. the previous weekend.
Dave Mercurio is a longtime Mobile, Ala. police officer and 30-year patch collector.
“I was one of the original members of PICA (Police Insignia Collectors Association) and
your newspaper,” he said. Mercurio liquidated his extensive state police/highway patrol
and state agency collection at show.
“I’m 55 years old now and have no one to pass this off to,” Mercurio said. “It’s time to
let other people enjoy these patches as much I have over the years.”

Mercurio and I enjoyed sharing hobby memories, including his encyclopedic
knowledge of state police and highway insignia and Alabama insignia.
I once again put the full court press on Bill Charles, a retired Atlanta police lieutenant,
to host a show in Atlanta, which we had talked about a couple years ago. He said he is
still interested and will get back to me. Let’s hope so!
Speaking of shows, there were rumors of two possible new ones in 2017, one in
Florida and the other in South Carolina.
The new Florida show might be held in the Panama City area and coupled with
a guided ocean fishing trip, which would be a hobby first. No date or venue was
announced, according to Tony Edwards.
Ken Robison and David Dale might host a show in or around Columbia, S.C. They,
too, have not chosen a date or a venue.
Veteran Georgia collector Dave Henley helped me complete my library of his books on
Georgia police patches with the second volume on counties, colleges, marshals, rangers,
school districts, transportation and state agencies. It was published in 2002, but I had
been able to obtain a copy until the show. He was kind enough to sign it for me.
Bob Murray, a former National Police Collectors Show host, and his friend, Jim
Fightmaster, made the trip from Kentucky to show their trade badges.
MIKE R. BONDARENKO (2392 USH 12, Baldwin WI 54002) pcnews@baldwintelecom.net

Badges and History
Of United States
Railroad Police
The United States Railroad Administration created
the United States Railroad Police in 1918 in an effort to
police the nation’s 3000 railroads during World War I. The
agency existed for less than two years. It was abolished
after the war ended. It took Chip Greiner more than 40
years to collect their badges.
By Chip Greiner, Staff Writer

Veteran badge collector Jim Fightmaster made the trip from Kentucky to attend the Norman Park show with Bob Murray. Fightmaster collects Kentucky and
other state badges. The third annual show attracted collectors from ten states
to a 63-table sellout. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

BOGOTA, N.J. – It was a dark period in United States history when we entered World
War I on April 4, 1917. Woodrow Wilson was president.
Railroad workers were threatening a nationwide strike over shorter work days and
higher pay.
Questions lingered over the railroads’ abilities to serve the war effort with some roads
facing bankruptcy and sufficient revenue to improve railroad infrastructure was in short
supply.
Congress soon stepped in and passed the Adamson Act which set the eight-hour work
day as the new standard.
In turn, railroads created the Railroad War Board to help coordinate their joint efforts in
the face of the world war.
Still, problems existed with congestion in freight yards and ports by competing
railroads becoming a major issue.
Finally, in December 1917, the Interstate Commerce Commission stepped in and
recommended federal control of our nation’s railroads.
On December 26, 1917, President Wilson acted and issued an order for
nationalization of our country’s railroads. The United States Railroad Administration was
born. Change happened quickly with the railroads being divided into three separate
divisions, East, West and South.
On March 21, 1918, the Railway Administration Act became law. President Wilson
promptly appointed his son-in-law, William G. McAdoo, who was the Secretary of the
Treasury, as the director general of the new federal agency.
Soon focus turned to how to keep the railroads safe during this national war
emergency. An increase in theft and a fear of sabotage by enemy foreign agents started
to evolve. Questions arose about hiring additional qualified railroad policeman and
special agents.
Director General McAdoo soon realized he had a major problem to deal with. How
was he going to coordinate all of the 3000 different railroad company police departments
in a single unified effort?
He reached out to a trusted friend, William J. Flynn, who was the former chief of the
United States Secret Service office in New York City, and appointed him as director of the
United States Railroad Police on September 7, 1918.
After Director Flynn’s appointment, a discussion soon ensued as to how to
commission all railroad police officers and what type of badges and credentials they
would carry. It was decided that railroads would have to vet individuals and then apply to
the USRA for a United States railroad police commission on a case-by-case basis.
On October 3, 1918, a round metallic custom badge was approved. The legend read
“UNITED STATES RAILROAD POLICE” with a locomotive and two crossed US flags as
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the center design. The badges were issued and numbered in the ranks of superintendent,
captain, lieutenant and patrolman.
A memorandum issued on October 8, 1918 refers to the appointment of regional
directors and inspectors but a USRA circular dated five days earlier makes no mention of
badges being authorized in those titles or ranks.
Also, it appears that no ranks of sergeant or special agent were ever authorized.
With the signing of the Treaty of Versailles, the United States Railroad Police was
dissolved on March 1, 1920.
I have pictured USRRA police badges that I have collected over the past 40 years,
which include the four government-issued badges, as well as others that were made and
issued by individual railroad companies.
You will notice my patrolman badge is in the 4100 serial number range. Literally
thousands of these badges were produced, yet only a handful has surfaced. Where are
the rest? I have visions of many 55 gallon steel drums filled with them sitting is some
nondescript government warehouse basement for the past 100 years waiting to be
discovered.
CHIP GREINER (PO Box 125, Bogota NJ 07603-1222)

Brewer Wins
Traverse City
Display Contest
(Top) This United States Railroad Administration badge in the rank of
sergeant was not government issue. (Lower left) The Erie Railroad Police issued
this gold USRR Administration shield. It has the state seal. (Lower right) This
star comes from Kansas City, Mo. Chip Greiner photographs

Kevin R. Brewer took top honors in the display contest
at the Second Annual Traverse City Area Police and
Fire Collectors Show on October 15. Dave and Dawn
Sprinkle welcomed 17 tableholders and 22 walk-ins to
their new venue, the Turtle Creek Casino and Hotel in
Williamsburg, Mich.
By Dave Sprinkle, Guest Writer
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. – The Second Annual Traverse City Area Police and Fire
Collectors Show was held on October 15 at the Turtle Creek Casino and Hotel in
Williamsburg, Mich.
The hotel ballroom was an excellent venue for the show and was set up in outstanding
fashion by the hotel sales manager.
Seventeen paid tableholders took up 39 tables for the day.
There were 22 paid walk-ins.

It has taken Chip Greiner 40 years to put together an awesome collection of
badges from the United States Railroad Police, including the ranks of patrolman,
lieutenant, captain and superintendent. The agency existed from October 1918
to March 1920 before it was abolished after WW I. Chip Greiner photographs

The “Best Overall Display” at the Traverse City, Mich. show went to Kevin
R. Brewer, who brought a wide variety of law enforcement-related collectibles
to the show, including some badges and model cars. He was one of 17
tableholders at the second annual show. Contributed photograph
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Mike Duvall was honored with the “Best Patch Display” award in Traverse City
for his world-class Michigan law enforcement emblems collection, which is one
of the largest and most complete in the hobby. Duvall is also one of the co-hosts
of the popular show in Detroit. Contributed photograph

Mitchell Dixon, one of the 17 tableholders at the Traverse City show on
October 15, is into patches and put together several excellent displays. He is
interested in special unit emblems, such as canine and tactical teams. One of
his tactical displays is shown on the left. Contributed photograph

Traverse City Show ...Continued
Timothy Coe from the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge in Grayling displayed their
traveling memorial wall that honors all Michigan law enforcement officers who have been
killed in the line of duty.
Blue Line Custom Shirts, owned and operated by two active duty Michigan police
officers, set up their products and equipment to sell and custom make items for sale to
attendees.
Other tableholders were Brittin and Rebecca Short, Dan Nichols, Jeff Atchison, Jim
Ward, Kevin Brewer, Kevin Roszko, Mike Crawford, Mike Duvall, Mike Oltersdorf, Jeff
and Mitchell Dixon, Macomb County Sheriff Explorers, Pat Gilles, Rick Boyer, Scott
Brown and William Pace.
Display award winners were Mike Duvall, Best Patch Display; Jim Ward, Best Badge
Display and Kevin Brewer, Best Overall Display.
The patch drop box contents were won by Rick Boyer.
This show was a great opportunity for Michigan collectors to assemble and buy, sell
and trade and have a chance to talk and socialize. Everyone appeared to have had a
good show and a good time.

Mike Oltersdorf served as the sheriff of Leelanau County, Mich. from 1997
to 2012. He was an avid badge collector throughout his distinguished career.
Sheriff Oltersdorf showed a display from his career, as well a large number of
badges from throughout Michigan. Contributed photograph
Jim Ward won the “Best Badge Display” award at the Traverse City for his
outstanding collection from the Michigan State Police and other Wolverine
State law enforcement agencies. He also brought a nice display from the
Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police Department. Contributed photograph

Dave Sprinkle is one of the hobby’s most dedicated collectors of
conservation and natural resources law enforcement insignia. His incredible
Michigan Department of Natural Resources collection is shown on the left. His
Washtenaw County SO collection is on the right. Contributed photograph
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Dave Schulberg
Specializes In
Chief’s Badges

Kirsten and Jeff Atchinson brought a nice Michigan display to the show in
Traverse City. Detroit and Traverse City give Wolverine State collectors two
opportunities to get together, trade and show their collections. Detroit will be on
April 1 and Traverse City will be on October 14. Contributed photograph

Collecting authentic enforcement badges is a daunting
task these days, but Dave Schulberg faces an even
more difficult challenge. He specializes in chief executive
badges and wants letters of authenticity. Schulberg has
been collecting for 39 years and has designed several
badges as Aabacus Badge Works.
By Dave Schulberg, Guest Writer

LONG BEACH, Calif. – I started collecting Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
(LASD) patches and cloth badges in 1978 when I was an Explorer scout with that agency.
Facebook postings after the show:
Having no real idea about collecting, I simply wanted to collect all of the patches
“Great show! Nice job! Thanks for all your hard work!” from Mickey McCanham.
from the LASD, and, now, some 39 years hence, with a few hundred LASD patches, my
“Had a great time at the show. Thank you, Dave. See you in October!” from Kevin
collecting horizon has broadened and contracted greatly.
Roszko.
I went from LASD patches to wanting one patch from each sheriff’s department in
“Great job, Dave, putting this all together. It was a great day with lots of friends, and I
California, a target goal that I never reached as this effort got derailed when I was told
picked up some patches and badges I needed. Win-win,” said Billy Ray.
the San Bernardino County Sheriff’s Department (SBSD) would not mail me a patch but
“Another great show by Dave Sprinkle. Thanks for an awesome show today. Got some that the then-Undersheriff Floyd Tidwell wanted to meet me. I went to see him with the
SWAT and K9s I needed,” said Mitchell Dixon.
singular hope of getting their shoulder patch.
“Great show, Dave! Looking forward already to next year. Nice seeing all my collector
I entered the Sheriff’s Department in all of its then-solid wood and marble glory (and
friends,” said Dan Nichols.
it was glorious!). I was greeted by the Undersheriff’s assistant, and, at the age of 19,
“Thanks for putting together a good show, Dave. Fun to meet some people I’ve made
was invited to sit next to Undersheriff Tidwell, who asked me if I wanted to collect sheriff
trades with and pick up a few patches as well. Looking forward to next year’s Traverse
badges, which I did not then even consider possible, and when I said “Yes,” he then
City show,” said Scott Brown.
scooped several handfuls of SBSD badges from a desk drawer, plopped them onto his
The third annual show is planned for Saturday, October 14. It will again be hosted by
desk and introduced me to the world of badge collecting.
my wife, Dawn, and I.
Tidwell and I traded badges for the remainder of his tenure with the agency. He retired
It will again be held at the Turtle Creek Casino and Hotel ballroom.
as the county sheriff. I turned that handful of badges into a rather large, if not somewhat
Forty-six six-foot tables are available for $20 each and must be paid for in advance.
disorganized and quite general, collection of law enforcement badges from across the
There will be display awards, door prizes and a patch drop drawing.
country.
Fire patch and badge collectors are welcome.
In those days (and I hope the reader is seated comfortably but firmly!), a visit, call
Please see “Swap Meet Calendar” for additional information.
or letter was all that it generally took me to get a badge or badges from any of the
DAVE SPRINKLE (PO Box 96, Acme MI 49610-0096)
departments that I contacted.
Of course, the LASD and the LAPD refused to give or sell me a badge, but they were
so available in those days that getting one was not too very hard, if not also terribly
costly.
One day, not too many years in, I looked at my collection and realized that it was
large, yet very disorganized, and with little shape or pattern.

(Left) A trade in badge that came from the police chief in Encampment, Wyo.
Tim Coe (far left) of the Grayling, Mich. Fraternal Order of Police brought their
(Right) The chief liked to new badge that Dave Schulberg did for his department
unique traveling law enforcement memorial, “Remembering Michigan’s Fallen.”
so much that he gave him a badge that he had worn when he served as chief in
It displays the name and date of death of every Michigan law enforcement
Saratoga, Wyo. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs
officer who has died in the line of duty. Contributed photograph
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(Left) It took some doing but Dave Schulberg finally got the Long Beach
Community College police chief to authorize a badge to fulfill their agreement.
(Right) The department’s old seven-point star features a large state seal. The
department is now closed. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs

Dave Schulberg ...Continued
Also, and this is going to come out as bragging, which it certainly is not, it was so easy
to get these badges that there was little fun in it for me. A call, a letter, perhaps both or
maybe a personal visit, and boom! I had a badge or badges in hand.
Ah! The good old days!
One day, probably in the early to mid-1980s, I took stock of my badge collecting and
realized that it was no longer all that much fun or challenging. It was then that I decided
to collect only department head badges, and then only when I could also get a letter with
the badge on department letterhead and signed by the chief executive saying the badge
was authentic and released to me for my collection.
Many people used to tell me that I was quite paranoid; at least until post 9-11, when
many governmental agencies pursued law enforcement badges and the collectors of
same, and many badges and perhaps even collections were seized for one or another
reason.
I only had one such scare at a show in La Palma, Calif. many years ago when a local
officer told me he was seizing a Buena Park PD chief’s badge from my collection I had
on display until I showed him the accompanying letter from an even then long-retired
chief of police. He stopped in his effort, shaking his head and apologizing.
All of this to bring you, the reader, up to the present, when my chief’s collection
numbers in the several hundred, and my only patch collecting is the occasional old
or odd LASD patch or game warden patch, a collection that I started when I saw how
colorful ad pretty many of these patches and cloth badges are.
Some years after I had started collecting chief executive badges, Aabacus Badge
Works sprouted from my asking for a chief’s badge from the Hattiesburg-Laurel Airport
Police, who’s chief replied that he would be happy to do so, “If they had any extra.”
They had no idea who to contact or how to go about designing a new badge, nor did
I really, but I asked them what they wanted, they gave me a rough idea, and I scratched

out a design they liked. After that badge project, I ended up getting several referrals and
ended up doing some badge designing, using several different badge makers depending
upon the particular design, materials, or skills involved.
I eventually settled on using V&V Manufacturing, a small local father and son firm,
due to their high quality, fast service and the way that they stand behind their product.
Everett and Steve, Everett’s son, agreed to make me badges, as long as I used my own
hallmark and had authority from the department involved. Hence, the Aabacus Badge
Works hallmark; Aabacus with twin A’s being my father’s idea, along with the motto, “You
Can Count on Us.”
I do not do this too often anymore, unless the project is pretty interesting or sounds
fun for one or another reason.
When I do a badge project, I do not charge but will trade new badges for the badges
replaced, if any are available, as well as permission to make a chief rank badges for my
own collection and maybe one or two extra to trade.
So, there is the background of what I collect, and why I collect it.
I will be, hopefully, writing a series of articles highlighting some of the more (to me at
least) interesting items from my collections, whether because they are colorful, pretty, a
challenge to get or simply come with a nice background story.

A sampling of badges Here are just a few of my badges, and I sincerely hope
that you enjoy seeing them.
Encampment, Wyo. This is a “trade in” badge from this agency in exchange for a
newer design I recently made for them.
Saratoga, Wyo. This is a chief’s badge formerly worn by the Encampment chief when
he was chief in Saratoga. He was so happy with his new Encampment badges that he
gave it to me as a present.
Long Beach, Calif. Community College Although it may be difficult to read in the
photograph, this is the badge I designed for Long Beach Community College PD to
replace their long-worn yellow metal seven-point stars. The chief loved the badges but
did not particularly like me and refused to complete our agreement in regard to the old
badges. He later somewhat relented and allowed me to have a chief’s badge made for
my collection. The department closed shortly thereafter.
Oddly, this agency asked me to design a new patch for them, which I declined to do. I
just do not want to get involved with patches. This department later had a patch designed
and made by Randy Grago, which I do not have but which is stunningly beautiful.
I have also shown the longstanding style this agency wore until it was replaced by the
oval badge that was their last issue.
Dorris, Calif. Another oddity in my collection of chief executive badges, this old Dorris
badge was a find at some source other than the department (long since forgotten, sorry
to say!), but I had known a chief at this agency sometime in the past. He was by then a

(Left) Dave Schulberg and Don Boyarski stopped in Livingston on their way to
(Top) Dave Schulberg made this custom design for Rick Sullivan, the former
a show and the chief of police gave Schulberg a badge for his collection. (Right) Isleton chief. (Lower left) Another chief’s badge in Schulberg’s collection. (Lower
Although Schulberg didn’t get this Dorris badge from the PD, he got a letter from right) Schulberg made this circled star that officers wore only during their city’s
the chief authenticating it. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs
annual festival. Chell Gilman-Schulberg photographs

chief of police in Oregon, and I asked him for and got a letter authenticating the badge for
me. I also ended up designing and make his then-current department badges, too!
Livingston, Calif. This acquisition was really odd and funny, too. My friend Don
Boyarski and I were driving through Livingston to a police collectibles show in another
city, saw the police department and my friend wanted a patch, so we stopped in. Not
collecting California law enforcement patches, I asked the chief for a chief’s badge, which
he very generously gave to me, quite an older style to boot even at that time, which was
too many years ago to even remember.
Livingston, if you are not aware, is the Zacky Farms headquarters, making it probably
the Chicken Capital of California, although this is certainly not a logo the city or the police
department uses. Maybe they are chicken?
Later, and quite a bit out of the blue, I received a small package from the chief with
another California police department’s badge inside. The chief’s note said they had
recovered the badge from a transient they had stopped in their city, and he thought I
would like it for my collection. You never know where your next badge is coming from!
Isleton, Calif. The chief in Isleton asked me to design them a new badge, which I did,
and they liked it so much that he then asked for a special issue badge that would be
worn only during their brief city festival (a circled star). Later, he asked for a custom (for
him only) engraved ornate star badge. Once this badge was designed and made, the
officers liked it so much that they asked the chief to allow them to wear one too, which he
authorized for official wear, although by self-purchase.
I was then asked to make them an every-day oval badge, which I did design and have
made, and which they adopted.
The city suffered some internal small town politics unrelated to the badge a bit later
and terminated the chief. They promoted the then-sergeant to the position of chief. He
was inexperienced at running a law enforcement entity, and the department was soon
closed down for not fulfilling certain state mandates. It is now defunct.
Any questions, comments or thoughts? Please feel free to contact me at dschulberg@
aol.com.
DAVE SCHULBERG (891 Palo Verde Avenue, Long Beach CA 90815-4728)

Another Sell Out
For November 5
Fairfax Show
Collectors from as far way as South Carolina
contributed to the outstanding success of the Fairfax, Va.
Regional Badge and Patch Show on November 5. Larry
Wilkins and Bill Steinkiller honored Jim Thomas with the
“Best of Show” award for his North Carolina collection.
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Jim Thomas, who won the “Best of Show” award at the Fairfax County show,
has a great collection from the North Carolina Highway Patrol. He has a virtually
collection of badges, patches, uniforms and other items. Thomas is a former
North Carolina show host. Contributed photograph
Washington D.C. area.
Tableholders and attendees traveled from North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
West Virginia, Kentucky, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, to name a few.
As one attendee expressed toward the end of the show, “I always come away with
something interesting for the collection, but the real takeaway is the information I glean
from my fellow collectors. That knowledge has saved me time and again from making the
kind of mistakes I used to make. It’s worth more than anything I might find. I consider it
an all-day seminar.”
We couldn’t agree more with having experienced that feeling at each show, especially
when we factor in the number of new contacts made who can often lead to a prized trade
later by email or phone.
In response to suggestions from those in attendance at the previous Fairfax Shows,
we are pleased to announce additional dates for future shows.
Beginning in this year, the Fairfax Regional Badge and Patch Show will be held
twice yearly in the spring and fall. The next show will be March 18 at the same excellent
location.
It is our pleasure to bring collectors two shows a year, thanks to the outstanding
response to our annual shows. We look forward to seeing everyone again on March 18.
Thanks to everyone for your support.
Please see “Swap Meet Calendar” for additional information.
LARRY WILKINS (154 Abrams Pointe Blvd., Winchester VA 22602)

By Larry Wilkins Staff Writer
FAIRFAX, Va. – I have been looking for this headline for longer than I can remember.
This statement was heard more than once during the most recent Fairfax Regional
Badge and Patch Show in Fairfax, Va. on November 5.
It seemed both badge and patch collectors were very pleased with the show, which
was held just outside Washington, D.C. in the northern Virginia suburbs.
It was hosted by Bill Steinkiller and me.
The venue was the Fairfax County Police Association Hall. It well suits the growing
show and county police functions.
Upgrades to the hall were recently made and remain ongoing, which bodes well for
the future.
Tableholders and attendees alike acquired some real treasures, along with the equally
important information passed between knowledgeable hobby enthusiasts.
Oftentimes, this show provides one of the better forums for face-to-face contact
between veteran collectors who otherwise might not see one another between show
dates.
Again this year, competition was strong for the ”Best of Show” award, which was
captured by long-time collector Jim Thomas, who specializes in North Carolina.
Thomas assembled a memorable display of rare and infrequently seen badges,
patches and historical memorabilia from North Carolina. The most prominent elements
were a portion of his impressive North Carolina State Highway Patrol collection.
Thomas mentioned that he has not displayed many of these items for years.
Therefore, those in attendance got a chance to see a number of rarities unlikely to be on
view for quite some time.
Providing stiff competition for the trophy was well known Virginia State Police collector
David Chandler, who always manages to display new and rare items from his vast
treasures.
One would be hard-pressed to find a more comprehensive accumulation of fascinating
historical gems outside of the Virginia State Police Museum.
The show saw traffic from many states beyond the expected Virginia, Maryland and

Fairfax County Police Association President Nick Boffi (left) congratulates
Jim Thomas (right) for winning the “Best of Show” award for his outstanding
collection of North Carolina law enforcement insignia at the Fairfax County show
on November 5. He is a leading NC collector. Contributed photograph
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California Police Historian
The Official Publication of the California Law Enforcement Historical Society
Mike Bondarenko, Editor

California Police Historian
Joins Efforts With PCNEWS
After four years, the California Police Historian editor, Bradley Steele, asked to
step down from the position due to mounting personal obligations. He has done an
outstanding job as editor and brought us from black and white printed editions to a full
color electronic newsletter. The improved appearance of the images and the reduction in
time and production costs were a major benefit to the society members.
The California Law Enforcement Historical Society was then faced with the challenge
of locating a new editor. This position is very difficult and requires a significant dedication
of time to seek original material, perform the layout, proof the final product and then
distribute to the membership.
There had been some initial discussion with Mike R. Bondarenko and Gary Hoving
during the 2016 National Police Collectors Show in Indianapolis regarding a partnership.
Bondarenko has frequently supported the California collectors and is the leading
publisher of our specialized interest. Hoving and Bondarenko found many advantages to
partnering which would be a benefit to his readers and our members.
With the notice from Steele, the issue was presented to the Board of Directors
presenting options and recommendations for a speedy resolution to the problem. An
electronic Board of Directors meeting was coordinated by Secretary/Treasurer Brian
Smith with the below outlined material distributed to the board members:
Dear Board of Directors:
We have an issue that needs resolution as quickly as possible relating to our
newsletter. The Editor has been unable to keep up with the demand and is stepping
down from the position. At the same time, I have had several discussions with Mike R.
Bondarenko regarding the consolidation of the California Police Historian and PCNEWS.
Option One: Locate a volunteer to serve as our Editor and produce four issues per
year. Obvious challenge will be to find such a person to take on such a daunting task. I
can speak with authority that this is a significant time commitment and a battle to obtain
fresh material for publication. The advantage is total control of content and controlled
distribution of material.
Option Two: Consolidate with PCNEWS retaining our California Police Historian
header before our section of the newsletter. PCNEWS would then serve as editor and
conduct all lay out as well as infuse the CLEHS section with additional news from our
state.
The advantage is a consistent distribution of the newsletter without the need for a
dedicated volunteer. As discussed with PCNEWS, a secondary advantage is that each
of our members would receive the full edition of PCNEWS without an independent
subscription. The cost for each member would be $8 year for an electronic version which
would result in considerable combined savings for the membership. We would retain an
option to discontinue participation should the venture not produce the anticipated results.
Recommendation: It is recommended that the Board approve proposed Option Two.
This would authorize a payment from CLEHS of $8 per year to PCNEWS and sharing
our email list with PCNEWS exclusively for the distribution of the newsletter. It would then
recognize Mike R. Bondarenko as the ex-officio editor of the California Police Historian
newsletter. This agreement would commence with the first issue of PCNEWS of 2017.
Action: Seeking a motion to approve the recommendation and a second to that
motion. Upon receipt of the motion and second, a vote is needed to approve the motion
as submitted. If not approved, we will explore option one or other alternatives.
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter.
Gary L. Hoving, President, California Law Enforcement Historical Society
All Board of Directors responded including a motion and second to adopt Option Two.
A vote resulted in a unanimous approval of the motion to partner with PCNEWS for the
production of the California Police Historian.
The Board of Directors is pleased with the opportunity to improve the flow of
information especially in such a professional manner.
While the Board took a bold action as an increased cost to our operating budget, we
still need the assistance and support of the members to submit original articles relating to
California police history and collecting.

Appreciation To Bradley
Steele For His Service
Bradley Steele has served the California Law Enforcement Historical Society as the
editor of the California Police Historian newsletter from 2012-2016. His hard work and
dedication are greatly appreciated and we hope the freedom of personal time will allow
him to submit articles on from his research as the Stockton Police Historian.
We certainly wish him all of the best and offer our thanks for his service.

2017 National Police
Collectors Show Update
Plans for the 2017 National Police Collectors Show are progressing extremely well.
As of this writing, 158 exhibitor tables have been reserved from collectors around the
country. The number of table reservations at this point is a good indicator of a potential
total sellout, based on the timing from the 2011 National Show.
Hotel reservations at the Doubletree are nearly exhausted. It is highly recommended
that reservations be made as soon as possible giving us an opportunity to expand the
block of available rooms while protecting the $119 rate. Contingency plans have been
made for nearby hotels to accommodate any overflow.
A request has been made for attendees to tour a badge manufacturing plant. This
will occur on Friday, August 18 at about 9 am. Visitors will be returned to the hotel and
Ontario Convention Center prior to the doors opening at noon for setup.

The California Law Enforcement Historical Society honored Bradley Steele
for his service as the editor of the California Police Historian from 2012 to 2016.
Steele is the Stockton police historian. President Gary Hoving expressed hope
Steele will continue to contribute articles. CLEHS photograph
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The California Law Enforcement Historical Society will host the 2017 National
Police Collectors Show in Ontario, Calif. on August 19 and 20. The show will be
held at the beautiful and spacious Ontario Convention Center. The host hotel is
the Doubletree across the parking lot. CLEHS photograph
We are also exploring the potential for a briefing on the San Bernardino terrorist attack
last year. Every effort will be made to permit access to all show attendees. This should
be a very informative and interesting piece of modern day history from an insider point of
view.
One new feature this year will be an authors table and book signing. We have
accepted offers from a number of authors who would love to display their works, sign
autographs and discuss their books. The authors table will be located on the main
showroom floor to make it convenient for visitors and tableholders alike.
The California Law Enforcement Historical Society will be hosting a tableholders
reception. This will occur in the presidential suite of the Doubletree Hotel. The confirmed
date and time will be posted on the Friends of the California Law Enforcement Historical
Society Facebook page.
Exhibits are strongly encouraged as numerous awards will be provided during the
show. Judging will take place early Saturday morning with an awards presentation
ceremony scheduled for 1 pm.
At that ceremony, the 2017 California Police Historian of the Year will also be
announced and recognized.
Several raffles will be held during the two-day event to help augment the expenses of
hosting a National Show. Donation of raffle prizes are desperately needed.
There is an aggressive effort to advertise the show to attract members of the public
and law enforcement agencies throughout the region. To that end, fliers will be mailed to
every sheriff’s department in the state and every police department in the counties of San
Bernardino, Riverside, San Diego, Orange, Ventura and Los Angeles.
In addition, we will be seeking the assistance of the public information officers at
several nearby large law enforcement agencies. It is our hope to have TV news coverage
taped on Friday during the show setup for airing during the Friday evening news.
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Finally, we will be connecting with other law enforcement historical societies and
museums to encourage their participation. Aside from increasing the number of
interesting displays, we would hope to draw attendance from their memberships as well.
The 2017 National Police Collectors Show patch was designed by Randy Grago. The
beautiful patch resembles the city of Ontario police patch, which he also designed.
In addition to being the designer, a purchase order for the patches was issued to
Grago. Upon arrival of the patches, he refused payment and offered the entire lot of
patches as a donation to the historical society.
Patches are available before the show by sending $6 via PayPal to calpolicehistory@
aol.com.
A special thanks to Randy Grago for his artistic skills and generosity.
A badge for the 2017 National Police Collectors Show is still under design. A potential
design representing the Golden State is similar to the California Highway Patrol. The final
decision will be made shortly after release of this newsletter with the source dependent
upon approval of the requested badge manufacturing tour.
Table reservations have been received by the following individuals. They are listed by
last name only and do not indicate table sharers or assistants. Several reservations have
not been paid and will be deleted in February if not funded.
As of January 7, tableholders are Smith, Colonnelli, Shell, Kanaya, Yoshioka,
Williams, Grago, Mize, Casey, Teragawa, Hoving, Sherrard, Ruse, Bushey, Corr, Jensen,
Boren, Skinner, Schulberg, Weakley, Baerg, Nunes, McCarthy, Secrest, Munding, Dalton,
Lindsay, Gonzo, Cassidy, Petrol, Robertson, Gurule, Johnson, Frank, Mizroch, Berry,
Pyne, Macgruder, Urso, Rodgers, Daniels, Fejka, Baker, Bertalotto, Zitek, Krozalic,
Ergas, Bombiadi, Houser, Dugardyn, Hall, DeVilbiss, Lynch, Authors, Signorelli, Herald,
Tovar, Kidd, Stumpf, Andrews, Treul, Magyar, Johnson, Klasey, Didway, Harms, Spurling,
Maroney, Rich, Lawson and Burks.
For the latest in show information can be found at the historical society Facebook
page. In addition reservations and information can be found on our website at
calpolicehistory.com.

Historical Society News
2016 Ripon Show Highlights The 31st Annual Northern California Law
Enforcement Collectors Show and the Menlo Park Police and Ripon Police Emergency
Vehicle Show and Recruitment Fair was held on October 1 at the Ripon Community
Center. The shows were sponsored by the International Police Association-United States
Section Region 29 and the Ripon Police Department.
Attendance at both shows was 694 and included 51 collector display tables and
exhibits. On display were 124 restored and modern emergency response vehicles and
one helicopter!
The shows raised a total of $850 distributed to the California State Parks Anniversary
Committee, the California Law Enforcement Historical Society, the Ripon Police
Volunteers in Police Services (VIPS) and the local chapter of Concerns of Police
Survivors (COPS).
This year, five collector display awards were presented:
Most Unique: Gary Hesson for his display of railroad police patches.
Best Patch: Phil Colonnelli for his display of patches from various California agencies.
Best Badge: Ray Moreno for his display of badges and patches from San Joaquin
County.
Best Historical: Ken Snyder for his display of photos and badges from Calaveras
County agencies.
Best of Show: Rob Kohlstedt for his display of badges, photos and guns from
Sacramento and El Dorado Counties.
The 32nd annual show will take place on October 7. Go to CalBadgeShows.com for
information.
2016 Donations To CLEHS CLEHS is a non-profit tax-exempt organization
that receives no government support and is entirely supported by membership dues and
cash donations.
The board thanks the following members and organizations for their donations in
2016: Arnold Nichols $25, Brian Smith $450, Chris Spurling $500, Gary Hoving $1500,
Jack Jones $100, James Baerg $150, Joel Blumenthal $20, Keith Bushey $300, Mark
Siemens $3000, Mike Lynch $450, Phil Colonnelli $100, Ray Sherrard $100, Randy
Grago $750, Sheriff’s Day at the Ranch $65, Ruediger Lotz $50, Silver State National
Peace Officers Museum $10,000 and Wes Burns $100.
Another way to support the Historical Society is by shopping at Amazon Smile. When
you shop at Amazon Smile, Amazon will donate to the historical society.
New Board Members Appointed There were two vacancies on the Board
of Directors with the passing of Mike Bailey and the resignation of Russ Snow since he
has moved out of state. The term for these two positions expires on June 30, 2017.
The board voted to appoint San Luis Obispo County Sheriff Ian Parkinson and
Sergeant Mark Bray to fill the vacant positions.

Randy Grago designed the 2017 National Police Collectors Show patch. It is
similar to the Ontario Police Department emblem, which Grago also designed.
The handsome commemorative is now available for $6. It will also be available
at the show in August. CLEHS photograph

2017 Membership Renewals Due Have you renewed your 2017
membership to the California Law Enforcement Historical Society? If not, please take a
moment to renew your membership with a payment of $35 for one year or $350 for a life
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membership.
You can make your payment online at the CLEHS Web site. On the home page, click
on the membership tab on the right margin to renew.
Or, if you prefer, you can renew by sending a check to Brian Smith, Secretary/
Treasurer, California Law Enforcement Historical Society, PO Box 254875, Sacramento
CA 95865-4875.
Can’t remember if you have renewed your membership? Contact Brian Smith for your
membership status.

2017-2019 Board of Directors Election The California Law
Enforcement Historical Society is governed by a nine-member volunteer board of
directors, who meet annually, to set policy for the society. Directors serve without
compensation but travel expenses may be paid.
The board consists of five elected at-large directors and four appointed directors who
represent specific areas of the state, Northern, Central, Central Coast, and Southern.
It is election time and nominations for the five elected at-large directors for the 20172019 term are now being accepted.
Members who would like to serve on the board or nominate others to serve are asked
to submit their nominations in writing by April 15 to Brian Smith, Secretary/Treasurer,
California Law Enforcement Historical Society, PO Box 254875, Sacramento CA 958654875. You can also email your nomination to Smith at casigns28@outlook.com.
After nominations are received and validated, a ballot and return envelope will be
mailed to all eligible members by May 1.
Please note: Article 12-Section 1, of the CLEHS bylaws does not allow associate or
corporate members to vote. Therefore, no ballot will be sent to those members.
In order for your vote to count, completed ballots must be returned no later than June
1.
Election results will be announced in July.
Historian Of The Year Nominations are open for the 2017 California Police
Historian of the Year.
The selected candidate will have distinguished themselves through dedication and
action in preserving law enforcement history, publishing material, service to the society or
other contribution for the good of the order.
Nominations should be made to calpolicehistory@aol.com no later than April 1.
The presentation of the prestigious award will be made during the National Police
Collectors Show in Ontario.
San Luis Obispo Collectors Show The annual collectors show in San
Luis Obispo is scheduled for July 8 at the Veteran’s Memorial Building.
Approximately 55 tables are available for $40 ($35 for CLEHS members).
Located midway between Los Angeles and San Francisco along the coast, the SLO
show has proven to be a draw for collectors around the state.
Outstanding exhibits will be honored with awards and plaques as in years past.
Funds generated during the event will be shared between the California Law
Enforcement Historical Society and the Central Coast Veterans Memorial Museum.
Additional information is available at Calbadgeshows.com or by contacting Gary

The California Law Enforcement Historical Society’s California Police
Museum has chronicled and promoted the rich legacy of California law
enforcement history since 2007. The mobile museum is housed in a selfcontained trailer that has traveled throughout the state. CLEHS photograph

Doug Gist is making this one-of-a-kind Los Angeles police chief’s badge
available. It is a Series Four (1923 to 1923) that was worn by Chief Charles
Sebastian from 1911 to 1915. The badge was acquired by his father, the late
Chef Walt Gist, and would be a centerpiece acquisition. CLEHS photograph
Hoving at calpolicehistory@aol.com.

California Police Museum Update The California Police Museum is
undergoing some refurbishment and rotation of exhibits in preparation for display at the
National Police Collectors Show this coming August. As during the 2011 National Show,
the Police Museum will be on display inside the main showroom.
Enhancements underway include a display on the use of force, women in policing,
badge making and better definition of the agency roles from city, county, state and federal
jurisdictions.
As the National Show nears, volunteers will be sought to staff the museum for twohour shifts. We will also be seeking Explorers and volunteers to assist in this need.
The California Police Museum opened to the public on September 9, 2007. The
project received seed funding of about $15,000 from the San Luis Obispo County
Sheriff’s Foundation with a total build out cost of approximately $75,000. To date, we
have welcomed 22,952 guests through the museum. It continues to remain cost free and
is supported through the generous donation of individuals and corporations.

Nearly 23,000 people have toured the outstanding California Police Museum
since it opened on 2007. The museum collection is presently being updated and
the new exhibits will be ready by the time the National Police Collectors Show
opens in Ontario on August 19 and 20. CLEHS photograph

Rare LAPD Badge Available The CLEHS Facebook page strongly avoids the
selling or trading of memorabilia and attempts to focus on items of historical interest to
our members. With that said, it is of interest to learn about a society member who will be
selling one of the most significant artifacts from California’s rich history.
Doug Gist has decided to sell the Los Angeles police chief’s badge worn by Charles
Sebastian from 1911 to 1915. The gold-colored badge is a fine example of an LAPD
Series 4 worn from 1913 to 1923 with a badge style change during Chief Sebastian’s
administration.
This item was acquired by the prominent and late Chief Walter Gist. His collection is
outstanding and was prominently displayed in the Silver State National Police Officers
Museum in Virginia City, Nev.
When considering the rarity of this chief’s badge, it would be difficult to place a
monetary figure on the item. What is exciting to my fellow collectors is the availability of a
true piece of American police history.
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He is a dedicated collector and historian specializing in Fresno County law
enforcement. His awards include Outstanding Historical Displays at the Ventura County
Police Collectors Show, Selma Police Collectors Show and CLEHS Show in San Luis
Obispo.

Parkinson Serves SLO County San Luis Obispo County Sheriff Ian
Parkinson was sworn into office on January 3, 2011.
His career in law enforcement in San Luis Obispo County began when he joined
the Morro Bay Police Department in 1984. He transferred to the San Luis Obispo
Police Department in 1988 where he rose to the rank of captain, second in command
of the department. In recognition of his outstanding service, he was twice awarded the
department’s “Distinguished Service Award.”
In 2004, Parkinson was also awarded the City of San Luis Obispo “Employee of the
Year.”
The Sheriff has been an associate faculty member at Allan Hancock College since
2001 where he taught traffic accident investigation. Currently, he teaches leadership
development for active duty police officers.
During his career in law enforcement, Sheriff Parkinson was assigned virtually every
The California Law Enforcement Historical Society appointed two board member
assignment available to a police officer, including major crime investigator, training officer,
positions in December to fill unexpected vacancies.
traffic officer, lead defensive tactics instructor, narcotics investigator (Situational Oriented
One opening arose with the passing of longtime collector and historian Mike Bailey.
Response Team), field supervisor and administrative sergeant
His knowledge and participation will be greatly missed.
Parkinson assisted in directing the development of the first San Luis Obispo County
A second vacancy occurred when Russ Snow moved from Hanford to Oregon. He
Regional SWAT Team. The team consists of members from the San Luis Obispo, Paso
was single most active Police Museum docent and will also be missed.
Robles, Arroyo Grande, Grover Beach, Pismo Beach, Cal-Poly University and Morro Bay
Fortunately for the organization, two highly-qualified candidates were considered and
Police Departments.
appointed through an electronic business meeting of the Board of Directors. The vote to
In 2012, Governor Jerry Brown appointed Sheriff Parkinson to serve on the California
accept the two nominees was unanimous.
Rehabilitation Oversight Board. He served on that board until June 2014 when Governor
Retired Fresno Sheriff’s Sergeant Mark Bray and current San Luis Obispo County
Brown appointed him to the California Seismic Safety Commission. The commission
Sheriff Ian Parkinson each bring a unique set of knowledge and experience to the
investigates earthquakes and researches earthquake-related issues and makes
Society.
recommendations to the Governor’s Office and the Legislature about policies to reduce
Both have demonstrated their continuing support for the rich history of California
earthquake risks.
law enforcement and each are collectors of memorabilia. These gentlemen bring a
In January 2015, Sheriff Parkinson was sworn in for a second four-year term, having
tremendous resource to the membership and objectives of the CLEHS.
run unopposed.
Aside from holding the highest law enforcement credentials and experience,
Third Generation Law Enforcement Mark Bray is a third-generation law Parkinson is a law enforcement historian and will well represent the interests of the
enforcement officer in Fresno County. He served the Fresno County Sheriff’s Office from California Law Enforcement Historical Society.
1991 to 2015 and attained the rank of sergeant.
After retirement, Bray became a full-time criminology instructor at Dinuba High School
Current Board Of Directors The current CLEHS board of directors:
and an adjunct instructor at Reedley College.
Elected members: Gary Hoving, President; Brian Smith, Secretary/Treasurer; Ian
He lives in Kingsburg with his wife Carol and is an avid law enforcement collector and
Parkinson, Director; Keith Bushey, Director and Mark Bray, Director.
historian.
Appointed members: Mike DeVilbiss. Director, Northern; Brad Steele, Director,
Holding an associate degree from Merced College and a bachelors degree from the
Central, Dean Hileman, Director, Central and Ray Sherrard, Director, Central.
Union Institute and University, Bray is a proven professional career law enforcement
officer.
His law enforcement career spans from 1987 to 1991 with the Merced Police
Department and the Fresno County Sheriff’s Office from 1991 to 2015.
Bray is a member of the California Law Enforcement Historical Society and a founder
of the Fresno County Law Enforcement Historical Society.

Two New CLEHS
Board Members Appointed

Mark Bray is a third generation law enforcement officer in Fresno County.
He served with the Merced Police Department from 1987 to 1991 and with the
Fresno County Sheriff’s Office from 1991 to 2015. He retired as a sergeant and
now teaches criminology full-time. CLEHS photograph

Ian Parkinson is serving his second term as the sheriff of San Luis Obispo
County. His previous service was with the Morro Bay Police Department and the
San Luis Obispo Police Department. He serves on a statewide earthquake safety
board and teaches leadership development. CLEHS photograph
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The Earliest Badge
Of The Los Angeles
Police Department
By James Bultema
Many years ago I came across a very early photograph of a uniformed Los Angeles
police officer standing proudly alongside his family.
At first glance it appears he was wearing the Series One badge that was first issued
in 1876. But with closer examination, the unidentified officer is wearing a badge that has
seven points as compared to Series One badge which has eight points.
Why is this important, you ask? Because there is no official record of LAPD officers
wearing a metal badge prior to 1876. Accordingly, this photograph is an extremely rare
record of the earliest-known badge worn by an LAPD officer.
In 1869, Los Angeles was being overrun by gangs, prostitution, gamblers, murderers
and drunks. As one visitor stated, “The name of the city is in Spanish, the city of Angels,
but with much more truth might it be called a present day city of Demons. While I have
been here in Los Angeles only two weeks, there have been 11 deaths and only one of
them a natural.”
To combat these undesirables, the City Council sought full-time police protection. This
was a decisive moment in Los Angeles history as this allowed the establishment of a city
police department.
To lead the new department, the Council hired William C. Warren who was the town
marshal and gave him the added title of chief of police. Warren was gunned down by one
of his officers involving a dispute over reward money one year later.
The police department consisted of six officers who were not paid a salary but were
compensated with a commission for the collection of fees by serving writs, making arrests
and for returning stolen property.
With a budget of just $75 to furnish his office and pay rent, there is no record of any
funds being allocated for uniforms or badges. So what is this officer in the photograph
wearing?
That mystery first began to be solved with the help of Policewoman Alice Stebbins
Wells, who most agree was America’s first paid policewoman. Wells served on the
LAPD from 1910 until 1940 and died in 1957. In her later years of service, she was the
department’s official historian.
Years later, another figure entered the discussion when retired LAPD Commander
Keith Bushey was fortunate enough to steward a number of police badges from the
estate of Wells. It was Bushey who saw the historical importance of the nondescript
badge that many others at first thought was insignificant.
Bushey determined through his expertise as the predominant collector and historian
on badges that this “City Police 1869” badge was skillfully hand cut and fits the standard
for metal badges worn during this era.
The seven-point star was used by police departments across the nation, including
California cities such as San Diego, San Francisco and Sacramento. It only stands to

A.C. Golsh operated a photography business in Los Angeles from 1870 until
about 1893. He took this cabinet-style picture of a Los Angeles police officer and
his family circa 1875 to 1876. The officer is wearing a military-style uniform and
the seven-point star “1869” badge. A.C. Golsh photograph
reason that LAPD officers also wore the same type of metal badge.
Bushey believes that a number of different types of badges were worn during this
period from 1869 and the establishment of LAPD as a paid and uniformed department in
1876. Some were individually made, such as this 1869 badge, while others could have
been ordered through the mail. These were merely generic and had “Police” stamped on
them.
There would have been little standardization on the fledgling department as officers
were required to purchase their own equipment, uniform and sidearm. Consequently,
officers equipped themselves as best they could and with what they could afford.
The fact that the 1869 badge has a “2” would suggest that there was also a number
“1” badge.
The “1869” on the badge is significant. It was a time in Los Angeles that the formation
of the police department would have been the talk of the town. Going from volunteers
attempting to enforce the laws to a force of six armed officers and a chief of police would
have been something to document; in this case inscribing “1869 “ as the centerpiece of

The “1869” badge is believed to be the earliest worn by police officers in Los
A.O. Golsh took this photograph of Los Angeles police Officer Frank Lemon
Angeles. The seven-point star carries the legend “CITY POLICE/ 2/ 1869.” Since wearing the regulation uniform and the Series One badge in about 1879.
the badge is numbered “2,” it is assumed that there is a badge number “1.” It
The Series One was believed to be the oldest LAPD badge until the amazing
predates the previous 1876 badge. Keith Bushey photograph
discovery of the seven-point star “1869” badge. A.C. Golsh photograph

the badge.
As Bushey quantified: “In the case of this 1869 badge, the evidence is very compelling
that this badge was used prior to the standardization of the uniform in 1876, and may in
fact be representative of a Los Angeles Police badge design that had not been previously
acknowledged.” I would agree.
In doing my research for Guardians of Angels: A History of the Los Angeles Police
Department, I found no documentation of the 1869 badge until I located a rare
photograph of the LAPD officer wearing just such a badge.
In conjunction with Bushey’s research and his acquisition of the “1869” badge, the
likely history of the department’s first badge comes to light. It is an important discovery as
it predates the Series One badge of 1876 that historians steadfastly attribute as the first
metal badge worn by the members of the LAPD.
To bolster this argument, it is important to qualify the cabinet card photograph as an
LAPD officer. The image was taken by A. C. Golsh, an immigrant from Prussia.
Golsh settled in Los Angeles and established a photographic business in the heart of
Los Angeles at 411 Main Street across the street from the now famous Pico House.
The cabinet card style photograph was first introduced in 1866 and had its peak in the
United States from 1875 to 1895.
Golsh was active in Los Angeles from approximately 1870 to 1893.
Photographing policemen was not new to Golsh as evidenced by an outstanding
cabinet card of Officer Frank Lemon with a detailed view of the Series One badge (circa
1879).
Based on the style of the image and other factors noted, I would date the family image
circa 1875-1876. At this time there were 12 officers on the LAPD. The uniform the officer
is wearing is most likely military that he either wore during the Civil War or bought from a
military surplus dealer.
Note the “1869” style seven-point badge on his jacket. Collectively taken with
Bushey’s research, this seven-point badge, in conjunction with the photograph of
this LAPD officer wearing the early badge, we have the best evidence to date of the
transformation of Los Angeles Police Department from 1869 until 1876. It allows a rare
peek into what at least one officer chose to wear until standardization of equipment took
place in 1876.
Please contact me with your comments and thoughts. I would enjoy hearing from you.
My email address is jabultema@lapdhistory.com.
James Bultema will be attending the 2017 National Police Collectors Show and
participating in the author showcase and book signing event. EDITOR
END OF CALIFORNIA POLICE HISTORIAN NEWSLETTER

John Gatton Sr.
Wins “Iron Man”
Award In Maryland
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Lou McAlexander, John Pease and Grace Marshall (left to right) presented
Mid-Atlantic host Andy Ferraro (center) with a card signed by tableholders and
collectors thanking him for hosting 30 shows in Maryland. Plans have already
been made for the 31st show in April. Contributed photograph
am.
With a beaming grin (thanks to the sugar and coffee), I greeted all, “Hey! Hello! Hi!
How are you?” as they paraded through the doors like a small army with their displays
and traders.
Badge and patch collectors are my kind of people, too. These people smile at you and
smile at me, too.
By 8:30 am, the hall was packed with a sold-out crowd. I had to bring out the round
banquet tables to accommodate late table requests. There were tables everywhere. I had
them stuffed in the hall like Vienna sausages!
At 10:00 am, the doors were opened to the public and many eagerly entered and
raced to their favorite tables.
Warning! Warning! Warning!
This show had so many rare and unusual badges and patches that it could easily
kill an over-excited collector. All these rarities could easily cause heart arrhythmia or
dyspepsia, which is a breathlessness or shortness of breath.
I would run into a crowded table, make a few fantastic trades, then run back to the

Andy Ferraro has hosted 30 Mid-Atlantic Regional
Police Collectors Shows and veteran collector John
O. Gatton Sr. has been a tableholder at every one.
Ferraro presented him with an “Iron Man” Award for his
dedication to the hobby and the show.
By Andrew Ferraro, Guest Writer
RIVERDALE, Md. – I woke up early on Saturday morning to a very crisp and clear
weather forecast. I had my usual two cups of sugar and ten cups of coffee to get me
ready to host the greatest show on Earth. That’s right, ladies and gentlemen, and let me
explain why.
Two weeks prior to the show, I met with Madam Flora, the fortune teller. I told her
about my upcoming monster show and wanted to know what to expect.
She looked deep into my eyes and held both hands, then looked at my palms and
said, “Your right hand tells me your past, your left tells your future!” She looked at my
palm, then she made a magic sign. She said, “What you need is badge potion Number
30.”
She bent down and turned around and gave me a wink. She said, “I’m gonna make it
up right here in the sink.” It smelled like turpentine and looked like fingerprint ink!
She told me to drink this magic potion the morning of the show and badges, patches
and people will flow to the show like a never-ending water fountain. “You will host the
greatest show on Earth,” she said.
On October 29, I hosted and celebrated Maryland’s largest and longest running 30th
monster show!
I had the hall set up and ready to go and was letting tableholders in to set up at 6:30

John Gatton Sr. (left) has been a tableholder at all 30 of Andy Ferraro’s (right)
Mid-Atlantic shows. Ferraro recognized Gatton’s commitment to the show and
hobby by presenting him with the “Iron Man” Award. “Thank you for your many
contributions to the show,” Ferraro said. Contributed photograph
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A reunion of previous “Best of Show” winners! (Top row, left to right) Chip
Greiner, Barry Fee, Lou McAlexander and John Strazowski and (bottom row, left
to right) Mike Drechsel, Joe Conover, Jack Whitaker, host Andy Ferraro, Bruce
Petro, Jeff McGilton and Steve Petro. Contributed photograph

Dave Urso of Washington, D.C. showed this beautiful old New York Sheriff’s
Jury Third Panel badge dated 1920. It is a large oval with a large “T” pin on
the back. The outer front is trimmed with blue enamel, while the inner front is
trimmed with orange enamel. Very unique item! Contributed photograph

Riverdale Show...Continued
sidelines for oxygen when I started to experience dyspepsia!
The magic potion Number 30 worked great! I had collectors come from over 25 states,
including California.
John Carroll came down from Canada.
At noon, I called John O. Gatton Sr. on to the stage and presented him with the MidAtlantic Regional Police Collectors Extravaganza Show No. 30 “Iron Man Award.” I am
very grateful this hobby has such a dedicated individual.
Gatton has been with me since the very beginning. He has been a tableholder for all
30 shows! I know that if Gatton is going to be there, it is going to be a great show! Thank
you for your dedication.
Next called up to the stage was Keith Bushey, who came from California to join
us. I just want to say that for so many years I have read so much about him in Police
Collectors News and his hobby. Bushey is what the hobby is all about!
I had called all my pals to let them know that Bushey was coming to the show. He was
well received. Many of us on the East Coast had read about him but never met him in
person.
My wife told me when he comes in, “Act normal, shake his hand and don’t start
crying.” I noticed several of the other collectors were crying more than me when we met
him.
At 1:00 pm, I started walking around to judge the many great badge and patch
displays. Everybody took the time to share their particular interest with other collectors.
So many of the displays were just absolutely outstanding.
I then called New York collector Michael Drechsel onto the stage and presented
him with the “Best Display of the Show” award. He is preserving the history of law

Michael Drechsel (left) of Lancaster, N.Y. won the “Best of Show” Award at
the Mid-Atlantic show for his outstanding collection of New York State Police
memorabilia. Drechsel has been collecting the NYSP for about ten years and
specializes in the agency. Contributed photograph

Veteran badge collector Keith Bushey journeyed from Southern California
to attend the 30th Mid-Atlantic show on October 29. It was the first opportunity
that many of the East Coast badge collectors had the opportunity to meet
Bushey and see some of his badges. Contributed photograph

Steve Rivers of Virginia has been collecting badges for more than 25 years.
He brought a wide selection of badges to the Mid-Atlantic show. Rivers also
brought some badge and pin sets. “If you couldn’t find the badge at his tables,
then it probably doesn’t exist,” Ferraro said. Contributed photograph
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Joe DiRubba (left) of New York has attended the last 15 Mid-Atlantic shows. He
makes the trip to Maryland by train. DiRubba helps host Andy Ferraro show off five
vintage Virginia patches he found on the tables of Steve Paige, a North Carolina
collector, including an old state police. Contributed photograph

Jeff Hahl (left) of New York and Hervey Cote (right) of Massachusetts take a
time out from a trade. Cote, who will co-host the 2018 National Police Collectors
Show, covered his tables with badges, books and photographs. He is holding a
police figurine he made. Contributed photograph

Doug Jones has been collecting for more than 30 years and brought a
fantastic variety of federal, state and local badges, patches, pins, challenge
coins, etc. “It was impossible to get past his tables without finding something
for your collection!” host Andy Ferraro said. Contributed photograph

Chip Greiner (left) and Bob Blom (right), both from New Jersey, are two
of the hobby’s longest-tenured badge collectors. Greiner has been collecting
railroad badges, and Blom has been collecting vintage badges since the early
1970s. They have two of the hobby’s best collections. Contributed photograph

Grace Marshall has attended the last ten Mid-Atlantic shows. “She always
brings a great big smile and a great big assortment of badges for trade,”
host Andy Ferraro said. Collectors from 25 states and Canada converged on
Riverdale, Md. on October 29 for the 30th show. Contributed photograph
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Riverdale Show...Continued
enforcement through memorabilia of the New York State Police. He is from Lancaster,
N.Y. and has been collecting items from NYSP for approximately ten years.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who have attended any or all of
Maryland’s monster shows. It is all of you who make this the greatest show on Earth. I
am sitting here writing this article with a great big smirk on my face as I think back to all
of these shows.
Mark your calendars! My next Maryland monster show will be Saturday, April 8, 2017!
Hope to see you there.
And a very special thanks to all who made long trips to join us.
ANDY FERRARO (4214 Woodberry Street, Hyattsville MD 20782-1171, (240) 7230507)

All Things Federal
By Ray Sherrard, Staff Writer
GARDEN GROVE, Calif. – George H. White was the infamous district supervisor of
the United States Treasury Department Bureau of Narcotics in San Francisco in the early
1950s. He had previously been a district supervisor in Boston.
I have called White infamous because he was involved in the highly controversial
use of the then-newly discovered drug LSD on federal prisoners and others to test their
response to the hallucinogen and other drugs.
White, who had ties to the Central Intelligence Agency, ran a covert project called
“Operation Midnight Climax” that used federal prisoners in human drug reaction
experiments. He believed hallucinogens drugs could be used to incapacitate enemy
soldiers, including the Russians, during the Cold War.
White, who held the honorary title of colonel, had been a Border Patrol special agent
before he transferred to the Bureau of Narcotics.
I have learned that White was also a badge and credentials collector and have found
items he collected in his estate, which included badges from several federal agencies
and Mexico. He died in 1975.
White had a habit of gluing his badges to display plaques, which covered up any
hallmarks and/or control numbers.
I have a photo of Colonel White presenting a large plaque of standard and nonstandard badges to an assistant commissioner of narcotics.
In 1977, the Washington Post carried a story, “The Diaries of a CIA Operative,” which
chronicled White’s career from then-newly discovered personal diaries:
“He was a rock-em, sock-em cop not overly carried away with playing spook,
according to a friend who knew him at the time.
“But, the diaries and personal papers of the Central Intelligence Agency operative who
ran safe houses in San Francisco and New York City in which drug-addicted prostitutes
gave LSD and other drugs to unsuspecting visitors tell a different story.
“The dairies were kept by Colonel George H. White, alias Morgan Hall, a colorful
federal narcotics agent and CIA consultant, who died two years ago. They reveal new
details, including names and dates, about the safe house project, dubbed ‘Operations
Midnight Climax,’ which was part of the CIA’s covert MK-ULTRA program in the 1950s
and ‘60s to manipulate human behavior.
“Curiously, White’s widow donated the papers to the Electronics Museum at Foothill

Colonel George F. White (right) presents a badge plaque to the assistant
commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics Henry Giordano. The plaque
represents a history of BNDD badges. White was a dedicated collector of federal law enforcement and Mexican badges. Ray Sherrard Collection

(Upper left) George H. White’s credentials as the San Francisco district
supervisor after he relocated from Boston. (Upper right) George H. White’s
credentials case cover. (Lower left) A Bureau of Narcotics cred case with a
badge on it. (Lower right) Old Narcotics badge. Ray Sherrard photograph
Junior College, a two-year school set amidst the rolling Los Altes Hills 40 miles south
of San Francisco. The papers are a rare find for anyone interested in the espionage
business and show White dashing about the world, busting up narcotics rings in South
America, Texas and San Francisco’s Chinatown.
“...In 1953, White rented a house at 81 Bedford Street in New York’s Greenwich
Village under the name of Morgan Hall, the same name he used several years later to set
up the Telegraph Hill apartment at 225 Chestnut Street in San Francisco.
“...In 1955, White moved the safe house to San Francisco and took over as regional
head of the Bureau of Narcotics. Apparently, the Chestnut Street apartment was also
used by the bureau to lure narcotics dealers and then arrest them. In 1956, White
narcotics agent Ira C. Feldman, who posed as an East Coast mobster, arrested seven
San Franciscans as part of a heroin ring.
“...White retired from the bureau in 1965 and became the fire marshal of Stinson
Beach, a resort community in Marin County north of San Francisco...
“White, born in 1906, started out as an itinerant journalist, working for newspapers in
Los Angeles and San Francisco before becoming a narcotics agent in the 1930s.
“During World War II, he was in the Office of Strategic Services, the precursor to the

(Upper left) George H. White’s Bureau of Narcotics retired badge. (Upper
right) White’s Secret Service-style Narcotics badge with control number “1.”
(Lower left) A promo for an ABC News expose on White. (Lower right) A book,
The Search for the Manchurian Candidate. Ray Sherrard photograph
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These are very rare early Department of the Treasury narcotics agent badges
from the George H. White Collection. There are two styles of eagle-topped
shields with “US” as the center design. The other badges is a very unique style
that Sherrard had never seen before. Ray Sherrard photograph
CIA, where he acquired the rank of lieutenant colonel and made future contacts. After
that, he went back to his narcotics work, interrupting to become an investigator for the
Senate committee headed by Senator Estes Kefauver that looked into organized crime.”
While he was with the Bureau of Narcotics, White arranged for prisoners at Alcatraz
to be offered a chance to have their sentences reduced in exchange for taking doses of
LSD and other drugs, acting as human guinea pigs. Whitey Bulger took the offer and, to
this day, claims that the acid was what caused his violent episodes.
A civilian happened onto the drug and “flew” out a window and died, which generated
a lawsuit and caused the agency to drop the project.
I have shown White’s district supervisor San Francisco credentials and the face of his
extremely rare Narcotics badge.
I have shown his eagle-topped sunburst retired badge. If studied closely, it reveals a
notation “14K” gold. It has his name and “Retired” at the top.
While the retired badge alone, given Colonel White’s notoriety, would be a grand prize,
his other badge, which closely resembles the former Secret Service silver star, is even
more rare, as you can see by the control number, which “1!”
When I visited Drug Enforcement Administration headquarters decades ago to
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research IRS Intelligence Division badge history, I paid a visit to an old friend, Jerry Rice,
now deceased, who, on many occasions, was my fellow fed assigned to brief local and
state narcotics officers in California on how to use federal resources to help catch drug
dealers who infest the state. We were sort of a “Mutt and Jeff” pair and stole each others
jokes and war stories to amuse our audiences.
Rice was later promoted to the headquarters staff and also was their historian. He
taught a class at the new agent training school and lectured them on how the DEA came
to be. (It started in the Internal Revenue Service and moved first to Treasury, then to
Justice.)
He assembled a thick three-ring binder, which he gave me a copy of, and it made my
assignment to research and write our badge history very easy.
In return, when he was put in charge of creating display boxes of replicas of early
federal narcotics badges for headquarters and their regional offices, I was able to find
two badges they did not have and arranged for the owners to loan them to the DEA to
make the replica sets.
I was given a set of the replica narcotics badges mounted in a hinged wooden twosided display case which I plan to exhibit at the 2017 National in Ontario.
But, back to White’s silver star. I was told it was only used for about a year since the
USSS claimed the right to its design, which they had been using since the 1800s.
The badge did show up in a movie about federal narcotics agents that starred Yul
Brynner (with hair) as the smuggler; I think it is called Port of New York. I will check with
IMDB or Rick Uland, the PCNEWS film critic, to be sure.
White also had very rare Mexican federal and military badges.
For many drug dealers and cartel members, these were the last badges they ever
saw, including Directorate of Federal Security Agent (DFS is their nickname), and a
badge issued by the Secretary of Defense with the title “Confidential Agent Military
Region.”
These secret agents are feared by all living narco criminals and other felons. Many of
the more vicious criminals never reach a court but are subject to instant justice. These
officers have the Mexican Army to back them up.
The Mexican Federal Judicial Police badge is very rare. They are the elite of the
Mexican law enforcement establishment.
The Treasury Narcotics Inspector is dated in the 1920s and is obviously extremely
rare.
White also collected some county and other police and sheriff badges from US cities
and counties.
I have shown his Stinson Beach, Calif. Fire Dept. credentials and his accompanying
fire chief badge. There is also a Marin County special deputy sheriff badge.

T-Men in action! I have shown a great photo from the Chicago Tribune that
shows Treasury agents and other feds opening a safe during a raid on Ralph Capone’s
Cotton Club in Cicero, Ill. on March 12, 1931.
The purpose of the raid was to seize documentary evidence and alcohol on the
premises.
The photo identifies the man using the acetylene torch as John Gilbert, while a deputy
US marshal looks on.
Operation Black Biscuit In a prior issue, Editor Mike R. Bondarenko showed
a patch from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms undercover “Operation Black
Biscuit,” during which agents infiltrated outlaw biker gangs and gathered intelligence for
the agency.

After his retirement from federal law enforcement, George H. White became
the fire chief in Stinson Beach, Calif. His credentials and badge are shown.
White also collected other badges, such as a deputy sheriff’s badge from the
Marin County Sheriff’s Department. Ray Sherrard photograph

On March 12, 1931, the Chicago Tribune published this picture of a Treasury
agent using an acetylene torch to open a safe during a raid on Ralph Capone’s
Cotton Club in Cicero, Ill. The club was raided in a search for alcohol and drugs.
Ralph Capone was Al Capone’s brother. Ray Sherrard photograph
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Ray Sherrard...Continued
Hanging out with outlaw bikers is not wise if you want to continue living your normal
life span. It was particularly dangerous for a woman!
Back when ATF was part of IRS, we shared radio channels with them and worked
together, sometimes detailing special agents to them for more complicated investigations
and to investigate wagering cases, which they picked up from IRS intelligence.
We called them “gobs” (short for good old boys) in jest, but they were involved with
some very dangerous folks, and I would not have wanted their job.
On several occasions, while we were serving search and arrest warrants, we would
run across lots of weapons, and we would call the ATF in on the case so they could add
extra charges to the indictments. There was a Russian PPSH sub machine gun that I
lusted over, but I did the right thing and handed it over to the ATF.
For a while, when I was a new special agent, we shared a common radio frequency
in our cars with the ATF. They had their own idea of what was official business and what
wasn’t. This led to some bad feelings, but the good part was that we later got our own
frequencies and better radios.
I still meet every few months with two retired ATF agents for breakfast and BS. Most of
them were great guys, but I can’t say the same for their upper management.
A quick note: When I was still a teenager, I had an old 1949 Mercury that I used as a
surfboard transport. It broke down with a monotonous regularity, and I was no mechanic.
One evening, I was driving along Pacific Coast Highway in Huntington Beach (not
far from where I live now) as night was falling, and, as usual, my car sputtered to a
stop. I was able to get it onto the sandy shoulder. I opened the hood and was standing
there wondering how I was going to get it started when two outlaw bikers pulled up and
stopped behind me.
I almost crapped my pants, but they were actually friendly and took a look at the
engine, figured out the problem and fixed it!
One of them left me his business card. They all use nicknames. I still have the card.
While on the job, ATF brought one of their confidential informants down to meet with
me when I was doing intelligence gathering (we called it case development) and offered
to let me debrief him, which I did.
One of the problems we had with fringe penetration operations was the lack of officiallooking documents, such as Social Security cards, drivers licenses, birth certificates etc.
We talked for a while, and I mentioned our ID problem.
He reached into a saddlebag and pulled out a large manila folder that was full of
various state drivers licenses, birth certificates, school diplomas, business licenses, etc. A
veritable treasure trove!
I bought some of them from him (and kept one sample of each as a trophy.) Their
phony records looked as good as, if not better, than the real things.
Who knows? Maybe this could make a movie?

Mike Malone update Recently, my producer, Marty Dolan, asked me to attend a

John de Belle’s outstanding Web site, CustomsCollector.Com, is a great
resource for information on worldwide customs insignia, including this collection
of breast badges, old and new, from the United States Customs Service. De
Belle recently revised the site. John de Belle photograph

An absolutely awesome Treasury Department Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs badge that was issued to Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, the
brother of President John F. Kennedy, in the early 1960s. It is gold with 13 white
stars in the center design. Ray Sherrard photograph
meeting with R&R Auctions at his house in Laguna Beach.
Dolan, who is retiring from his medical practice to work on our movie project, recently
returned from Boston where he was born and raised and attended medical school.
Dolan met with R&R’s head office people and showed them some of the Capone
investigation reports that his great-uncle, Mike Malone, played by Sean Connery in the
1987 film, was given to insure they would not be thrown out by subsequent national office
types, who have little interest in our history.
The auction house is interested in several things:
Buying up the archives to auction them off.
Using their clout with The History Channel to produce a 12-part television series about
the the war on organized crime for the channel.
They have a working relationship with Lions Gate Films, which is Chinese-financed
and making a lot of movies these days, so a movie might be considered.
I was asked to bring an assortment of Prohibition and IRS intelligence badges and
credentials, as well as some federal and other movie and TV prop badges. The head
buyer was interested in them, but I quickly told him that they are not for sale at this time.
R&R Auctions is very well-known in the auction industry. They put out detailed,
accurate auction brochures. The most recent one I read was the sale of Bonnie and
Clyde memorabilia, such as guns, photos, etc., all high-ticket items.

John de Belle’s great Web site for customs service collectors,
CustomsCollectors.Com, features the current shoulder emblems worn by
Customs and Border Protection agents of the US Department of Homeland
Security. The site features worldwide insignia. John de Belle photograph

Customs collector site A number of federal collectors specialize in customs
paraphernalia, badges, pat6ches, etc.
Australian John de Belle, whom I have known for many years, has a great Web site
for customs collectors, and it focuses on worldwide customs insignia, CustomsCollector.
Com.
De Belle announced in November that he is bringing the site up to date.
“As you probably know, there hasn’t been a lot happening to the site for some time
now, Well, since I have returned from a well-earned vacation, I hope to update the site
on a more regular basis over the coming months. Contributions are always welcome!” he
wrote.
“To this end, I have been undertaking some site maintenance and am looking to make
the site more secure, robust and relevant. This has involved replacing the software for
the site, editors, forum and backup. Not an insignificant task to undertake!”
De Belle added site access is now members only.
His plans for the next few months include:
...”Focus on Fraud” Fraudulent manufacturer insignia shown on eBay will be listed on
the site so that collectors can compare it to the real thing.
...”Customs in the Media” Links will be added for popular TV shows featuring customs
officers in action.
...”Customs Book” New additions to customs literature.
RAY SHERRARD (PO Box 5997, Garden Grove CA 92846-0779)

Reel Cops
The Last Alarm
By Rick Uland, Staff Writer
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. – The Last Alarm is a fast-paced crime drama released in
1940 that deals with the frantic investigation by a metropolitan fire department arson
squad that is racing against time to track down and stop a serial arsonist from burning
down an entire city.
Working alongside and in close cooperation with the arson squad is an insurance
company investigator and a retired fire department captain who has been recalled from
retirement to assist in the investigation.
Numerous major fires resulting in millions of dollars in property losses as well as a
number of deaths have been set by a pyromaniac that has managed to elude capture.
Although the specific fire department used as a back drop in The Last Alarm is never
identified, it appears to be the Los Angeles Fire Department. Several of the high-ranking
fire department officials, including the fire chief portrayed in the film, are wearing LAFDstyle badges.
The main fire station is the type of fire station architecture from the late 1930s into
the1940s time period that a number of LAFD stations were constructed.
Street scenes are similar to street scenes from other movies of the same time period
that were filmed in Los Angeles.
There are also a number of fires shown in The Last Alarm that are archival-type film
footage from fires during that time period. A number of the fires shown are fires that took
place in Los Angeles in the 1930s.
There also appears to be some fire scene footage from large East Coast fires of the
same time period.
Uniformed police officers portrayed in the film are shown wearing both East Coaststyle police uniforms as well as Los Angeles Police-style uniforms from that time period.
There is very good film footage of various types of fire department engines, trucks
and other types of emergency fire vehicles operating at fire scenes and while responding
“code 3.”

(Left) J. Darrell MacDonald portrays fire Captain James Hadley in the 1940
drama The Last Alarm. (Right) George Pembroke plays the creepy arsonist
Wendell who calls himself the God of Fire. Although the city is not mentioned,
uniforms and fire stations look like Los Angeles. Rick Uland Collection
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The firefighting turnout gear is very basic to around 1940. The station uniforms are
of a dungaree-type cloth with the large suspenders holding up the pants. The protective
coats are made of rubberized material with large jacket clips and are very long running
to below the knees. The fire helmets are of an oversize style and design with a long rear
neck protective bill and a high front shield above the rim of the forehead. The soft duty
caps are a round style design with black bill.
Both the opening and closing scenes of The Last Alarm take place at a formal official
luncheon honoring the main character of the film, retired Fire Captain Jim Hadley, who is
portrayed by J. Farrell MacDonald. In addition to MacDonald, there is a large and prolific
group of actors and actresses from that time period in the movie.
Polly Ann Young plays Joan Hadley, the daughter of Captain Hadley, as well as the
secretary to the manager of the Great Eastern Insurance Company.
Mary Gordon plays Mrs. Hadley, the wife of Captain Hadley and mother of Joan
Hadley. She is best known for her portrayal as Mrs. Hudson in the Sherlock Holmes
series of movies from 1939 to 1946 starring Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes and
Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson.
Warren Hull plays insurance investigator Frank Rodgers from the Great Eastern
Insurance Company. Hull’s character is also the fiance of Joan Hadley.
The fire department arson squad (or arson bureau as it is called in The Last Alarm)
consists of Charles A. Hughes as Lieutenant King and two investigators played by Bruce
McFarlane as Jack Henderson and Ed Hart as Dick Roberts. Investigator Henderson is
also the previous boyfriend of Joan Hadley.
Charles Phipps, Eddie Kane and Joel Friedkin round out the cast of minor characters.
Phipps plays Mr. Stevens, who is the manger of Great Eastern Insurance Company.
Kane plays the fire chief, and Friedkin plays fire Captain Burt Stafford. Captain Stafford is
also Captain Hadley’s closest personal friend and his longtime fire department comrade.
Last but certainly not least is the most important character of the entire movie, the
pyromaniac, Wendell, played by George Pembroke. Although Pembroke’s character at
times comes across quite comical, he is anything but funny in his portrayal of the serial
arsonist.
As history has shown civilization many times over through the centuries, the most
comical like characters can often be the most brutal, vicious, destructive, hateful,
demonic and evil of human beings.
Pembroke plays the arsonist Wendell superbly. The character comes across as
cunning, diabolical and obviously insane but highly intelligent as to his ability to reek
pyromania havoc across the city.
The opening scene is a retirement luncheon for Captain Hadley hosted by the fire
chief played by Kane. A number of guest and dignitaries are present. Seated next to
Captain Hadley is his friend and colleague Captain Stafford. Captain Hadley is being
forced into retirement after a fire department career of 40 years because he has reached
the mandatory retirement age.
Now in retirement, Captain Hadley does not know what to do with himself or how
to enjoy life after a 40-year fire department career. Captain Hadley often returns to his
old fire station and hangs around the station talking and playing cards with his former
colleagues.
In one instance after the station house responds to a large fire, Captain Hadley runs
outside and hails a taxi telling the driver to take him to the fire. He arrives at the fire and
while watching the ground activity, he begins to call out orders and instructions while
fellow citizens look at him oddly.
Hadley repeats this activity of returning to the station house many times over. At home
he laments to his wife and daughter about how he misses his old job and how unfair it

(Left) Mary Gordon plays the wife of retired fire Captain Jim Hadley in The
Last Alarm. Captain Hadley has difficulty accepting his retirement. (Right) Polly
Ann Young portrays Joan Hadley, the daughter of Captain and Mrs. Hadley. She
is also intricately involved in the film. Rick Uland Collection
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Rick Uland...Continued
was to be forced into retirement.
All the while as Hadley complains and despairs about his life after retirement, the city
is experiencing non-stop arson fires that are costing the insurance companies millions of
dollars in policy pay outs and numerous lives have been lost as a result of the fires set by
the pyromaniac Wendell.
Arson investigators King, Henderson and Roberts are coming under more and more
pressure from the fire chief, the mayor and managers of various insurance companies
because they have not arrested the arsonist, nor have they even developed any clues as
to the pyromaniac’s identity. Insurance Investigator Rodgers is also coming under intense
pressure from his boss, Mr. Stevens.
In an attempt to develop a more forceful investigative response, the fire department
arson investigators join with Insurance Investigator Rodgers to try and track down the
arsonist.
However, fires continue to spread across the city. Commercial buildings, warehouses,
apartment buildings, factories, industrial plants, hotels, oil storage facilities and even
private residences are now going up in smoke at an alarming rate.
At times throughout the film, the web of connections and relationships between
various characters seems a bit too coincidental and somewhat unbelievable. But the
story makes the connections central to the plot.
Joan Hadley is the former love interest of Investigator Henderson and current fiance
of Investigator Rodgers. She is also the secretary of Mr. Stevens, the insurance company
manager. Stevens is also the boss of Investigator Rodgers, who is engaged to Stevens’s
secretary who works for the same company as Rodgers. Both Hadley and Rodgers
answer to Stevens.
Now that the fire department investigators have joined forces with the insurance
investigator, Investigator Henderson, who is the former boyfriend of Joan Hadley, will now
be working with Rodgers, the current fiance of Joan Hadley.
During an afternoon stroll by Hadley and Rodgers, they pass by an antique shop and
she stops to show him a pair of silver salt and pepper shakers displayed in the window.
Joan tells Frank that she wants the shakers so they can be used in their home after they
are married. Also in the window on display are numerous figurines.
After Joan and Frank walk away, the musical soundtrack becomes ominous and a
hand is shown slowly moving over an interior window curtain and reaching down to a
figurine of Vulcan, the mythical god of fire. We are then for the first time introduced to the
pyromaniac. Wendell is also the owner of the antique shop!
Wendell takes Vulcan into a back storeroom where he has a work table. Several
newspapers with large front page headlines about the arson fires are strewn on top of
the table. Wendell sits the figurine of Vulcan on the table and then sits at the table in front
of a small fire alter he has constructed on top of the table. All the time he talks to Vulcan
about fire in a bizarre manner.
After lighting a fire at the alter, Wendell begins to grin in a strange and mesmerizing
manner as his eyes seem to glaze over and pierce out from behind his round thick Coke
bottle-type glasses. As the flames leap upward he becomes more excited and trance-like.
As Joan Hadley and her mother bicker back and forth with retired Captain Hadley
about him possibly helping with the arson investigations, another major arson fire breaks

(Left) The Last Alarm is a 1940 drama about a serial arsonist who terrorizes a
major city and sets several major fires. This is one of the movie posters. (Right)
Warren Hull played Investigator Frank Rodgers, who worked for an insurance
company that investigated the fires. Rick Uland Collection

out at an oil tank farm. The fire investigation team finds part of an alarm clock among the
debris and takes it as evidence of a possible incendiary device.
Wendell continues to toil away on his work bench constructing incendiary time bombs
as he carries on his one-way conversations with Vulcan. Wendell has told Vulcan that not
Vulcan but he is the god of fire.
Captain Hadley returns for another visit to his old fire station and plays cards with his
friend Captain Stafford. They begin talking about Stafford’s retirement that is only six
months away. They talk about their plans to go fishing and hunting and enjoying their
retirements together.
The fire alarm sounds and all the station’s firemen rush to the trucks and respond to
another large arson fire. Captain Stafford tells Hadley to stay at the station and wait for
his return.
However, Captain Stafford will not return to the fire station as he will be critically
injured at the fire and rushed to the receiving hospital. Many older movies that were
filmed in Los Angeles or with story lines related to Los Angeles often referred to an
emergency hospital as a receiving hospital.
As the fire companies return to the station, the firemen appear saddened and dejected
as they greet Captain Hadley. He senses something seriously is wrong and is told about
Captain Stafford’s injuries. He rushes to the hospital only to find his good friend near
death. As he talks to him about their retirement plans, Captain Stafford dies.
The arson squad had rushed to the fire scene. Fire Investigators Henderson and
Roberts begin scanning the crowd and walking the fire line observing the crowd of
onlookers to see if anyone stands out in a suspicious manner.
At the front of the line in among the crowd is Wendell watching the fire burn. He is in
a near hypnotic state grinning broadly and smiling in a strange sick manner completely
overwhelmed with excitement. However, the investigators miss Wendell. They walk past
him because a taller and larger man in the crowd of onlookers moves in front of Wendell
and blocks him from view of the investigators.
Joan Hadley has now decided to purchase the silver salt and pepper shakers at
Wendell’s antique shop. She enters the shop and is greeted by Wendell. One shaker
is slightly damaged and Hadley asks Wendell to fix the damage and then deliver the
shakers to her home where she lives with her mother and father.
Again we find ourselves in the coincidental and somewhat unbelievable situation of
connections and relationships within the movie between all of the characters. Hadley
gives Wendell her address and leaves the store.
Upon leaving the antique shop, she hears a newspaper vendor selling an extra
newspaper and yelling about the death of Fire Captain Stafford at the arson fire. She
rushes home and finds her father, Captain Hadley, with several uniformed firemen while
being consoled by Mrs. Hadley over the death of his friend.
The doorbell rings and Insurance Investigator Rodgers then enters the house. He
enters the parlor room and begins talking to Captain Hadley about the possibility of him
assisting with the arson investigations. Almost instantaneously, Captain Hadley advises
Rodgers that he had previously worked on the arson squad and now wants to assist with
the investigations.
Right after they agree to the investigative assistance, the doorbell rings and now we
have Wendell appearing on the scene to deliver the salt and pepper shakers. Wendell
follows Joan into the parlor to receive payment for the shakers. He appears normal at this
time.

Wendell the arsonist in the movie is shown making a time bomb in a
workshop of his antiques store. He uses alarm clocks as timers and periodcorrect detonators in The Last Alarm. Wendell’s luck eventually runs out and he
becomes the victim of one of his own bombs. Rick Uland Collection

Wendell senses something is wrong and apologizes for intruding. He is told about the
death of Captain Stafford at the fire that was set by Wendell. At the same time, the phone
rings and Rodgers talks to the arson investigators and advises Captain Hadley of the
discussion as Wendell listens to the conversation.
Rodgers advises Hadley about evidence of a time clock found at a fire scene and
Wendell’s demeanor begins to change as he listens to evidence information related to the
arson fires that he has set.
Rodgers pulls out a cigarette and Joan lights the cigarette for him. When Wendell
sees the match burning, he becomes excited by the flames and begins to grin. His eyes
get larger and gaze piercing. Joan observes his reaction and seems afraid.
The following morning Captain Hadley meets Investigators Henderson and Roberts,
Lieutenant King and Insurance Investigator Rodgers at the arson bureau.
They begin a major investigation of the most recent arson fire scene. Important
evidence is found consisting of part of an alarm clock and a special type of wood soaked
with a flammable fluid.
The discovery of this evidence of an incendiary time bomb sets off major investigative
work by the arson squad. Good old fashioned gum shoe detective work begins.
Sidewalks are walked, suppliers of clocks, chemicals and lumber are interviewed and
possible witnesses are questioned.
A basic suspect description is formulated and parts of the pyromaniac puzzle begin to
fall into place.
Wendell continues to build his incendiary time bombs but has now been forewarned
about certain evidence that he learned about while visiting the Hadley home. His worship
of Vulcan becomes more bizarre and he is more crazed about his pyromania. He has
also become more cautious as to constructing his bombs.
Another fire is set by Wendell and Captain Hadley is called to the scene. Wendell
remained at the fire scene to watch and enjoy his criminal creation. Wendell has also
brought with him his Vulcan figurine so that he can talk to Vulcan.
Captain Hadley arrives at the fire, and as he leaves his vehicle, he nearly trips over
something on the ground. He looks down and finds the figurine of Vulcan lying on the
street. Vulcan had fallen out of Wendell’s pocket without his knowledge.
Wendell observes Captain Hadley with Vulcan as Hadley places Vulcan in his vehicle
through an open window. Hadley proceeds to the fire, and Wendell goes to the car and
removes Vulcan.
Wendell returns to his shop and places Vulcan back in the window display. Although
Wendell was excited and acting deranged at the fire, he again escaped detection by
investigators because he hid in the crowd and out of sight.
Captain Hadley returns home and finds Rodgers at the house. He, his daughter
and Rodgers begin to discuss the fires and how difficult it is to identify and arrest a
pyromaniac. As Captain Hadley explains the behavior and actions of pyromaniacs when
excited by fire, Joan mentions Wendell’s reaction to her lighted match. Hadley mentions
the figurine he found at the fire. Rodgers describes Vulcan the God of Fire and that
Vulcan was at Wendell’s shop. All of a sudden the evidence falls into place and the finger
of guilt points directly at antique shop owner as the murderous pyromaniac.
Captain Hadley and Rodgers immediately drive to Wendell’s shop and question him
about the Vulcan figurine. Hadley and Rodgers are not satisfied with Wendell’s answers
and are suspicious about him. They leave the shop and maintain surveillance while
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waiting for a search warrant to be delivered from the arson bureau.
Investigators Henderson and Roberts arrive with a search warrant. Wendell had gone
into his work shop and continued making incendiary time bombs. The investigators begin
pounding on the locked door of the antique shop, and Wendell places his bombs in a
hiding place in the work shop.
Upon entry and during the search Captain Hadley finds sawdust on Wendell’s work
shop table. He takes the sawdust as evidence. The sawdust is taken to the arson bureau
laboratory for analysis by Hadley and Rodgers while Henderson and Roberts keep the
antique shop under surveillance.
Analysis finds the sawdust to be identical to the wood found at various arson fire
scenes. It is then decided to arrest Wendell as the pyromaniac. Investigator Henderson is
following Wendell on foot and will arrest him.
Captain Hadley and Rogers leave the arson bureau and go to Hadley’s house. At the
house they are called and advised that Henderson has lost track of Wendell.
Hadley and Rodgers leave the house and drive to the antique shop that is still under
surveillance. They meet the investigator at the shop and are advised that Wendell was
last seen in the neighborhood near the Hadley home.
Unknown to everyone, Wendell had entered the cellar of Hadley’s house and placed
an incendiary time bomb in the cellar along with newspapers showing headlines of the
arson fires.
Captain Hadley and Rodgers race back to the house to see if Wendell may be in the
area.
Wendell leaves the cellar and enters the kitchen startling Joan Hadley as Mrs. Hadley
rushes into the kitchen. He takes both women into the parlor and begins to tell them how
Captain Hadley should have minded his business in relation to his activities related to the
fires. The women become fearful at his behavior and Mrs. Hadley begins to panic.
The time bomb explodes and sets the cellar on fire with the parlor filling with smoke.
Mrs. Hadley faints as Wendell stands in the parlor amid the smoke laughing in a fiendish
manner as though possessed by the devil.
Captain Hadley and Rodgers arrive to find the front door locked as the house burns
and fills with smoke. They break down the door and rush into the parlor finding the
women terrorized by Wendell who continues laughing and acting like a fiend. Rodgers
assist the women out of the house as Captain Hadley chases Wendell into the kitchen.
Wendell backs up to the cellar door telling Hadley to stay away from him. His laugh
takes on an even more fiendish sound as he screams at Hadley telling Hadley that he is
the god of fire. Just at that moment, Wendell steps backward through the cellar door as a
large blast of flame comes out of the cellar and consumes him in the fire.
The ending scene of The Last Alarm is another official luncheon hosted by the fire
chief honoring Captain Hadley again. This time, the honors are to welcome him back to
the fire department and appointing him as honorary fire chief.
The Last Alarm was presented as a short version movie which was not all that
uncommon back in the late 1930s and early 1940s. The movie lasts approximately one
hour.
The film style is similar in some ways to the Flash Gordon, Dick Tracy and similar
theater matinee series that were produced in the 1930s.
Anyone who remembers the German Gestapo agent from The Raiders of The Lost Ark
who was melted away and evaporated when the Arc of The Covenant was opened will
find some similarity between the Gestapo agent and Wendell the pyromaniac.
The Last Alarm shows how arson over 75 years ago is still one of the most difficult
crimes to prove as well as being very difficult to identify and arrest the pyromaniac.
The Last Alarm is a simple and interesting movie that is worth your time to watch. I
recommend it to fire buffs and enthusiasts of vintage fire apparatus. Buffs will certainly
not want to miss the old style municipal fire alarm street box system as well as the ticker
and gong style fire dispatch systems.
The Last Alarm can be viewed in it’s entirety on You Tube.
RICK ULAND (PO Box 460211, San Francisco CA 94146)

Rick Uland Named San
Francisco D.A. Special Advisor

The Last Alarm was an Associated Artists Producgtions, Ltd. feature film that
was released in 1940. Like many other serial thrillers of the era, the film is only
an hour long and can be seen today on You Tube. It’s the story of how police
investigate a killer serial arsonist. Rick Unland Collection

PCNEWS Staff Writer Rick Uland has been appointed as an advisor for special projects by the San Francisco, Calif. District Attorney. The voluntary public service appointment was made in November 2016.
Uland is a veteran law enforcement professional who previously worked as a special
advisor to the San Francisco police chief from 2007 to 2010.
“I am working directly for the Chief of Investigations James Kerrigan and Captain of
Investigations Tom Sawyer at the District Attorney’s Bureau of Investigations at the Hall of
Justice,” Uland said.
Uland lives in San Francisco and served with the military in Southeast Asia where he
was involved in training and special operations.
Editor Mike R. Bondarenko hopes Uland’s assignment will result in a feature on
badges, patches and other memorabilia from the San Francisco District Attorney’s Office.
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Botteri Hosts
26th “Central
Jersey” Show
Eighty-five collectors and tableholders attended the
26th Annual “Central Jersey” Police and Fire Insignia
Collectors Swap Meet in Allentown, N.J. on November
20. Collectors came from as far away as California, North
Carolina and Wisconsin to attend another sellout show.
By Mike R. Bondarenko, Editor
ALLENTOWN, N.J. – Dominick Botteri was still on the job and his children were
youngsters when he hosted the first “Central Jersey” Police and Fire Insignia Collectors
Swap Meet 26 years ago.
Now, Botteri is retired, his children are grown and one of his sons has carried on the
family tradition as a police officer.
Yet, the Botteri family is still hosting the show, a popular year-end tradition for East
Coast collectors, although it often attracts hobbyists from other regions.
Botteri welcomed 85 collectors and tableholders from eight states to another sellout
show at the Allentown Rescue Squad in Allentown, which has become its permanent
home, on November 20. The show is held in the training room.
Collectors came from California, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. Long distance attendees included Keith
Bushey, California; Jerry Lecomte, North Carolina and Mike R. and Paula J. Bondarenko,
Wisconsin.
“My family helps me with the show, but the collectors who come here are family, too.
There are collectors here today who have been here every year since the beginning. We
get together the Sunday before Thanksgiving. It’s a lot like a family reunion,” Botteri said.
Tableholders were Mike Kaminski, Mike R. Bondarenko, Ned Schwartz, Herb
Gomberg, Gerry Tibbs, Kevin Stone, Paul Casalese, Rich Chan, Greg Warren, Mark
Krisandra, Bob Blom, Keith Bushey, Bill King, Max Bellard, Joe Conover, Mike Novak,
Eric Wollman, Marius Vermeulen, Andy Korton and Dom Botteri.
Botteri has steadfastly resisted holding more than one show a year or moving to a
larger location.
“I could have a lot more tables if I moved to another location, but I’m not going to
do that, and I’m only going to do one show a year. One show a year makes it special,
something to look forward to,” he said.

Dom Botteri (center), host of the “Central Jersey” show, presented the display
awards to Richard Chan (right) first place and Joe Conover (left) second place.
Chan featured park police patches, while Conover showed off his collection of
covered bridges and trains patches. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Richard Chan began collecting park police patches when he saw one on
Marty Cassidy’s table at one of the Mineola, N.Y. shows on Long Island many
years ago. Chan featured ten frames of park police patches and a frame of state
fair police patches. He won first place. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
“Central Jersey” offers an irresistible mix of outstanding displays and well-stocked buy,
sell and trade tables.
Displays included New York Police Department headgear by Wollman, park police
patches by Chan, covered bridges by Conover, Civil Defense insignia and memorabilia
by Vermeulen and antique badges by Blom. In addition, Sanderson wore a vintage New
Jersey State Prison uniform and carried antique period-correct weapons.
Botteri honored Chan with first place and Conover with second place in the display
contest.
Collectors found a wide variety of law enforcement collectibles on the tables of
Bushey, Pontes, Korton, Krisandra, Tubbs, King, Schwartz, Bellard, Conover, Botteri and
Bondarenko.
“The quality of the displays and patches and badges on the tables is outstanding
every year. That’s another reason collectors keep coming back,” Botteri said.
Mark your calendars! The next show will be Sunday, November 19.

Highway Patrol book forthcoming Collectors who joined the hobby after
1984 may be unaware that New Jersey once had both state police and highway patrol
agencies.

Joe Conover, who won second place at the “Central Jersey” show in
Allentown, featured a collection of law enforcement patches with trains on them.
Conover brings a different display to every show. Two years ago, he brought
traffic patches with a real working traffic light! Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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These are law enforcement patches with covered bridges from Joe Conover’s
collection. Most are from the East and South where covered bridges were more
common than in other regions of the country. Conover was the second place
award winner. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
The New Jersey Highway Patrol was founded in 1906 as a traffic and motor vehicle
law enforcement agency. It was the oldest statewide traffic enforcement agency in the
country. It was also the third-oldest statewide law enforcement agency in the nation
behind only the Texas Rangers and the Pennsylvania State Police.
The Highway Patrol existed as an agency in the Office of the Secretary of State and
then the Motor Vehicle Department until 1979 when it was merged into the State Police
as the Highway Patrol Bureau. In 1984, the remaining 125 inspectors were made state
troopers and the bureau was abolished.
“The Highway Patrol has been the primary interest of my collection for the past 30
years. Many of the former motor vehicle inspectors refer to me as their department’s
unofficial historian and invite me to their annual holiday luncheon to set up displays from
my collection which include their badges. patches, uniforms, license plates, photographs,
civil service hiring announcement posters, annual reports, a four-inch three-ring binder
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of newspaper articles, documents and the wooden sign from the entrance to their
academy,” Allan Attanasio said.
Attanasio plans to write a book about the history of the Highway Patrol. He hopes to
publish it in 2017.
“It will be an ‘Images of America’ book, and I will work on it with Dave Bey and Bob
Cooper, two retired inspectors. The book will be a history of the department with lots of
old photographs. It will show vehicles, uniforms, patches and badges. I’m really looking
forward to it,” Attanasio said.
Needless to say, Attanasio has done considerable research on Highway Patrol history.
He learned that initially the agency was under the control of the secretary of state
before it was transferred to the motor vehicle department.
Over the years, the Highway Patrol was responsible for motor vehicle registration,
driver licensing, commercial motor vehicle enforcement, regulatory investigations and
dignitary protection of the governor and secretary of state.
The original badge was issued in 1906. It was nickel-plated silver and made by the
H.E. Fine Company in Trenton.
In 1913, the commissioner gave each inspector a gold badge as a Christmas present.
Attanasio has documented the deaths of two inspectors whose names are not
recorded on the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial in Washington, D.C.
“The first was Frank Greechan, who was killed on Saturday, June 10, 1922 in
Pompton Lakes. He was traveling in an automobile with two other inspectors which drove
off the road, striking a railing and a utility pole before landing in a creek. The other two
inspectors survived the accident. Inspector Greechan had only been on the job for four
days...” Attanasio said.
“The second inspector killed was Robert Anderson Shinn. He was involved in a
head-on collision on July 26, 1933 on Delsea Drive south of Clayton. He was taken to
Newcomb Hospital in Vineland but died of his injuries the following day...” he said.
Shinn was deputy chief inspector. He swerved to miss a child, left the road and
crashed in a creek.
Attanasio volunteered to write an article about Highway Patrol history for PCNEWS. I
am looking forward to it.

Hasbrouck Heights is back Great news for New York and New Jersey collectors!
The Hasbrouck Heights, N.J. show is back!
Thanks to Gerry Tibbs, a veteran New Jersey state trooper, and Ed Zitek, a retired
New York City Housing Police officer, the popular swap meet founded by the late Ed
Miller will return on Sunday, April 23 as the New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Police
and Fire Collectors Show.
“After a long hiatus, time has come to bring back a tradition we all knew and loved.
Come out and remember the good old days with friends and fellow collectors. Come out
and join us in memory of the man that put the show on the map,” Tibbs said.
Incredibly, Tibbs and Zitek were able to get the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post No.
4591 in Hasbrouck Heights, the same location as Miller’s shows, which were held from
1995 to 1999.
Miller moved his longstanding and extremely popular Mineola, N.Y. show to New
Jersey after New York passed its insignia control law in 1994. He hosted two shows a
year until he discontinued it after attendance declined during the height of the Internet
collecting craze.

Allan Attanasio, chief of police in Mountainside, N.J., has been collecting New
Gerry Tibbs, who collects Paterson, N.J., police insignia, is a 12-year New
Jersey Highway Patrol and New Jersey State Police Highway Patrol Bureau
Jersey state trooper. He and Ed Zitek have joined forces to host the first New
insignia, artifacts and memorabilia for more than 30 years. He plans to publish a York-New Jersey Metropolitan Police and Fire Collectors Show in Hasbrouck
book about the agency in 2017. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
Heights, N.J. on Sunday, April 23, 2017. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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(Left) Rich Pontes brought this vintage 1930s to 1940s General Services
Administration shield. The rank of watchman is long obsolete. (Right) Wayne
Sanderson wore this old New Jersey Department of Corrections badge on his
uniform. It is circa 1890 to 1900. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
reservations immediately.)

Rich Pontes (left) and Mike R. Bondarenko (right) hadn’t seen each other
for more than 20 years before the “Central Jersey” show! Both are retired law
enforcement officers and veteran collectors. They posed with Major Wayne
Sanderson (center) of the New Jersey DOC. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

“Central Jersey” ...Continued
“After getting the blessing from Dominic [Botteri], I went ahead and kicked around the
idea of doing a Hasbrouck Heights show again. My feeling was that I wanted to create a
space as close as possible to New York to draw those collectors out from that state. This
seems to be a daunting task based on the commuting they have to do to get to New
Jersey, hence why North Jersey was important,” Tibbs said.
“This is when it kicked in with me that everyone loved Hasbrouck Heights. It was the
consolation prize location to the old Mineola site, and it was considered to be on the map,
thanks to Miller’s hard work.
“I polled interest among many of the esteemed New York and New Jersey collectors I
know and found a deep interest to bring it back. With that, I worked hard to get the same
exact hall so I could tug on the heartstrings of collectors from old when shows were king
and eBay didn’t dominate the hobby,” Tibbs said.
Tibbs said the hall has been renovated and looks phenomenal.
The VFW will provide refreshments, including early morning coffee and breakfast and
lunch later in the day.
Although there won’t be a host hotel, the hosts found good deals on queen and king
suites at the Home 2 Suites in Hasbrouck Heights, Holiday Inn Express in Carlstadt and
Extended Stay America in Rutherford and East Rutherford.
Please see “Swap Meet Calendar” for additional information.
(A late note: On January 7, Tibbs announced that all but one table had been
sold. However, he was able to add ten smaller tables. Collectors are urged to make

A long overdue reunion It was an absolute pleasure for Paula and I to get
reacquainted with Rich and Mary Louise Pontes after 20 years! We were regulars at
Pontes’ “New England” shows for many years, but we hadn’t seen each other for far too
long. The weekend went by far too fast!
Pontes is a former Federal Protective Service supervisor who was involved in some of
most high-profile cases on the East Coast during his distinguished career. He retired in
2003 after 32 years on the job.
He specializes in FPS insignia and has an amazing collection.
Pontes brought two mystery badges to the show. Both are small silver shields with the
legends “F.P.S. POLICE” on them. It is believed both badges are from the 1880s to about
1900. However, the badges are not from either the Federal Protective Service or Federal
Prison Service, the only federal agencies with the initials “F.P.S.” at the time.
He also brought a rare General Services Administration watchman badge from the
1930s or ‘40s. Watchmen were not law enforcement officers. They shoveled coal into
boilers, shoveled snow from sidewalks and operated elevators at federal government
buildings.
Vermeulen collects Civil Defense Marius Vermeulen is a Civil Defense insignia
and artifacts collector. His collection includes badges, patches, posters and much more.
Congress passed the United States Civil Defense Act in 1940. It authorized states and
municipalities to form civilian home guard forces to protect them in the advent of war or
natonal emergency.
Civil Defense units were very active during World War II and again during the Cold
War of the 1950s and ‘60s.
Civil Defense was disbanded in 1994.
“I hate to see Civil Defense die, so I collect it. It’s an era that’s getting lost in history,”
Vermeulen said.
He has a great deal of information on the agency’s history, including its service during

Longtime Federal Protective Service collector Rich Pontes brought these two
Marius Vermeulen collects Civil Defense insignia, artifacts and memorabilia
mystery badges to the “Central Jersey” show. He said neither badge is from
and brought a large display to the “Central Jersey” show. Vermeulen is a former
either the Federal Protective Service or the Federal Prison Service. Both badges South African police captain who immigrated to the USA in 1995. He also
collects New Jersey police patches. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
are from the late 1800s or early 1900s. Rich Pontes photographs
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Bob Blom (left) and Ernie Leves (right) were veteran badge collectors at
“Central Jersey.” Both specialize in antique badges. Blom showed frames of
antique badges from several states, as well as other items from his collection,
including this old government sign. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962 when the world teetered on the brink of nuclear war.
“Civil Defense officers would have kept order at bomb shelters. They were armed and
wore the Civil Defense emblem on their uniforms,” Vermeulen said.
He said different emblems were worn in different areas of the country, and volunteers
were trained for service on the city, county and state levels.
Vermeulen is a former captain with the South Africa Police. He served from 1985 to
1995 before he immigrated to the USA.
He also collects New Jersey patches.

Blom displays antique badges I met Bob Blom at one of the first New Jersey
shows I attended in the 1980s and have always admired his dedication to collecting
antique badges, although he also collects other law enforcement artifacts and
memorabilia as well.
“The hobby is a lot more than just badges. I collect a lot of other things,” Blom said.
Blom’s display featured several old badges from across the country.
I was particularly taken by his exhibit of a 1904 Kansas City, Mo. Police Department
Colt Bisley Model revolver, which he has had documented by the historian at Colt
Manufacturing Company, and three old Kansas City badges.
Historian Beverly Jean Haynes sent Blom a letter last August authenticating the
weapon, which was shipped to a firearms dealer in Kansas City for delivery to the police
department on October 31, 1904. It’s a .38 caliber with a four-inch barrel. It was one of 25
guns in the shipment.
The badges were styles worn from 1874 to 1901, 1901 to 1910 and 1910 to 1925.

Bob Blom showed this collection of Kansas City, Mo. police memorabilia.
The weapon is a 1904 Colt Bisley .38 caliber revolver and the badges are styles
worn from 1874 to 1901, 1901 to 1910 and 1910 to 1925. Blom specializes in
antique memorabilia. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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Max Bellard (left) and Ned Schwartz (right) have known each other as fellow
collectors since 1976. Schwartz started in the hobby in 1971, while Bellard
joined the hobby in 1976. They were among many veteran collectors who
attended the “Central Jersey” show. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
Ernie Leves shared Blom’s table. He collects New Jersey and New York City badges,
some of which appeared in Jim Casey’s book, Badges of America’s Finest. He also
contributed several badge scans for Casey’s second book.
“I love very early badges, circa 1845 to 1920, and I have a very extensive New York
City badge collection. I also collect other cities,” Leves said.

“Central Jersey” table talk Richard Chan’s award-winning exhibit of park police
patches included ten frames of park police and one frame of state fair police from across
the country. It was a very impressive collection and the largest park police collection I
have ever seen. He did a great job of arranging them in large frames.

Keith Bushey, a retired Los Angeles police commander and United States
Marine Corps officer, brought books he has written about his career, as well as a
selection of badges for sale or trade. Bushey traveled all the way from Southern
California to attend the show. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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Keith Bushey (left) presents PCNEWS Advertising Manager Paula Bondarenko with a “Super Duper Person” award at the Allentown show. Editor Mike R.
Bondarenko (right) received a “Distinguished Donut” award for law enforcement
excellence based on his 38-year career. Rich Pontes photograph

Eric Wollman brought a nice display of New York City Police Department
headgear to the show. It included helmets and soft caps. Wollman collects the
NYPD and serves as a captain with the Auxiliary Police. He is also a popular
staff writer for this publication. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

When I asked Chan how he got interested in park police patches, he said he saw a
park police patch on Marty Cassidy’s table at the first Mineola show he attended years
ago. It sparked his interest, and he has been collecting park police ever since.
Joe Conover brings a different display to every Allentown show, which has become
his trademark. He brought traffic enforcement patches to the last show I attended two
years ago. This year, he featured patches with trains and covered bridges in an exhibit he
called “The Railroad Crossing.”
“It’s a lot of fun trying to come up with something different every year. I really enjoy it,”
Conover said.
Conover is among many veteran collectors who are still collectors and not
businessmen. He offered hundreds of patches for sale on his tables. The most
expensive? Two bucks. That’s the way I always heard it should be...
Conover told me a heartwarming story that brought tears to my eyes. I didn’t know
that Phil Nelson, a longtime Philadelphia collector, died a year ago. Conover attended
the funeral, along with a few other local collectors. “Phil’s family put his badge and a copy
of PCNEWS in his casket. He loved your paper that much,” Conover said. I never felt so
humble.

Jerry Lindenhauf reported that effective January 9, his department, New Garden,
Penna. PD, will become part of the new South Chester County Regional PD, a new
agency. His department will merge with West Grove Borough PD.
“Our 15 officers will join their three officers to give West Grove 24-hour coverage,”
Lindenhauf said.
The consolidated department will have new insignia, he said.
Wayne Sanderson would like to see a museum at the New Jersey Department of
Corrections. He serves as the DOC historian after retiring as a major after 25 and onehalf years at the state prison in Trenton. He is also an avid DOC collector.
The DOC uniform he wore at the show was circa 1890 to 1910. He also wore a Colt
Army Special revolver and carried a 1873 Springfield trap door rifle. It has the state militia
insignia on the stock.
His best badge is a 1900 hat shield.
The badge he wore at the show was a five-point star with an attached chain. It is
nickel-plated bronze with the state seal as the center design.
“We were known as deputy keepers at the time. The title corrections officer didn’t
come into being until 1937,” Sanderson said.
It was great to get reacquainted with Ned Schwartz. We met several times at the Long
Island, N.Y. shows in the ‘80s and ‘90s but hadn’t seen each other in many years. We
reminisced about the Mineola shows hosted by the late Eddie Miller, who was a longtime
mutual friend.
Schwartz is an accomplished police vehicle photographer and has taken hundreds of
outstanding photographs of NYPD and other New York City area police cars.

Keith Bushey honored the Botteri family for their dedication to law
enforcement and the show. (Left to right) Bushey, Amanda, Liam, Jolene,
Dominic and Nick. The family has hosted the “Central Jersey” show for the last
26 years with absolutely no end in sight! Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

Bill King is a retired Baltimore County, Md. Police Department officer and
longtime patch collector. King told Mike R. Bondarenko that while he is phasing
out of the hobby, he recently purchased a collection of 3000 patches. Whoops!
He was an Allentown tableholder. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph

“Central Jersey” ...Continued

He is also a dedicated New York patch collector and had a large number of patches
for sale or trade. I was able to add several emblems to my NYPD collection at his table at
very nice prices.
Schwartz is retired after 15 years in law enforcement, including ten years with the
NYPD.
While I was at Schwartz’s table, Max Bellard came over and told me that he has
known him since 1976. Schwartz started in the hobby in 1971 and Bellard joined in 1976.
They wanted a photograph of themselves together, so I was privileged to oblige.
Keith Bushey made the long journey from Southern California to offer his books and
badges for sale or trade.
“I like to get around the country and attend as many shows as I can. You never know
what you are going to find,” he said.
Bushey honored the Botteri family and Paula and I with medals for service to
the hobby. Dominic and I got the Distinguished Donut Award for Law Enforcement
Excellence, while Paula, Jolene Botteri and their children, Nick and Amanda, were
awarded Super Duper Person Awards.
“I started giving out these awards when I was teaching for the FBI. I like to recognize
deserving people like you for their accomplishments,” Bushey said.

Very busy trading day I managed to find time between interviews to buy or trade
for about 50 patches for my collections, which made “Central Jersey” a great show for
me.
I scored some awesome stuff for my state agencies collection, including a set of the
last three Alaska State Trooper issues, including one when they were the State Police;
Delaware Hospital for the Chronically Ill, which is a very loud orange, blue and gold;
an old New Jersey Highway Patrol shield and the State Police Highway Patrol Bureau
shield; and six others from New Jersey, State Police subdued collar tab, State Police 75th
Anniversary (1921 to 1996) and Bordentown, Johnstone and Leesburg DOC old styles
and the current Leesburg.
I went home with the Massachusetts State Police Troop C S.R. Holden
commemorative; University of North Carolina Public Safety; six different styles from the
North Carolina Highway Patrol, including a Velcro-backed patch I am still researching;
Oklahoma Capitol Patrol old style; Pennsylvania DCNR Ranger and Penn State
University PD and two subdued Texas DPS styles, Highway Patrol and Criminal
Investigations, which is also Velcro-backed.
Thanks to Jerry Lacomte, I scored current and obsolete styles from the University of
North Carolina Charlotte and Charlotte-Douglas International Airport PD.
My New York City acquisitions included Metropolitan Transit Authority Triborough
Bridge and Tunnel Authority PD, ATF New York Field Division Drug Task Force (two
styles), NYPD Transit District 34 (“The Magic Kingdom”), Port Authority PD Emergency
Service, Parks Enforcement, NYC Marshal, NYC Sheriff and nine from the NYPD: ESU
Truck 4, Crime Scene Unit, Police Cadet Corps, Counterterrorism Bureau (full color and
subdued), Fleet Services, Fleet Service Division, Strategic Response Group (breast
patch), Canine (back patch) and Emergency Services Unit (back patch).
Thanks to the Botteris If there ever was a family more dedicated to law
enforcement and this hobby than the Botteris, I have yet to meet them.
Dom and Jolene handle the front door.
His mother and daughter take care of the refreshments.
His son helps set up and take down the tables.
Year after year, they have given collectors an opportunity to buy, sell and trade and
donated all the proceeds from their shows to the Allentown Rescue Squad.
Thank you, Dom, Jolene, Amanda and Nick, for your service to the hobby.
MIKE R. BONDARENKO (2392 USH 12, Baldwin WI 54002)

Gerry Lindenhauf (left), a New Garden, Penna. police officer, and Ned
Schwartz (right), a retired New York City police officer, were among the 85 collectors who attended the 26th “Central Jersey” show in Allentown. Dom Botteri
welcomed collectors from eight states. Mike R. Bondarenko photograph
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(Left) The current Parkton, N.C. Police patch shows the local train depot
and railroad tracks. (Right) The New York City Police Department is replacing
its aging fleet of three-wheel motor scooters with Smart Cars made by a
German manufacturer. The cars are used for traffic. Eric Wollman photograph

New York Minute
By Eric Wollman, Senior Staff Writer
NEW YORK, N.Y. – Happy New Year to readers of this newspaper and column.
We begin with the centennial patch from the very small town of Parkton, North
Carolina. Being a rail fan (aka ‘foamer’), I like the design. There are many collectors who
specialize in transportation patches and the subset of rail and/or transit patches like this
one.
Being from New York City, I started a modest collection of old New York Transit Police
patches. The TAPD was absorbed by NYPD during the Giuliani Mayoralty; it was known
as a merger or hostile takeover.
Police cars continue to draw my attention. NYPD is building a considerable fleet of
Smart Cars made by Smart Automobiles of Damler AG, which is based in Boblingen,
Germany. Its product line ranges in micro cars and subcompacts. The NYPD is phasing
them in to replace an aging fleet of three-wheel scooters.
I have shown a car that bears the livery of our Traffic Bureau, which handles traffic
and parking enforcement. Decades ago, our traffic force was under the direction of the
NYC Department of Transportation but later shifted over to NYPD.
Many precincts also have Smart Cars in their allotment, but they are not used for
regular radio motor patrol but more for special assignments. These cars are very fuel
efficient and can easily maneuver through traffic.

“Central Jersey” show The annual “Central Jersey” Police and Fire Insignia

Retired New Jersey State Prisons Major Wayne Sanderson came to the
Allentown, N.J. show on November 20 wearing a vintage uniform from the early
1900s. Major Sanderson also brought a rifle that officers used to keep inmates
in line during the tumultuous era. Eric Wollman photograph
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Its mission was to combat the Black Hand, a secret organization that extorted and
victimized Italian immigrants living in New York City’s Little Italy neighborhood.
The Black Hand used, among other things, crude explosive devices to facilitate their
protection racket.
Their main nemesis was Detective Lieutenant Joseph Petrosino, who was
assassinated in Sicily while on assignment in 1909.
Members of the Bomb Squad have worn or wear the two patches shown.
Stay safe, wear your vest and keep reading the New York Minute
ERIC WOLLMAN (233 Broadway-Suite 702, New York NY 10279) stnonradio@yahoo.
com

Collecting Memories
By Dennis Beyer, Staff Writer

The New York City Police Department Bomb Squad has existed since the
early 20th century. It was once called the Italian Squad because of early mob
violence between Italian immigrants. The patch on the left is obsolete, the
emblem on the right is a newer style. Eric Wollman photograph

Eric Wollman ...Continued
Collectors Show was held on Sunday, November 20 in Allentown, N.J. It was a sell-out
show, as usual, and hosted by Dominic Botteri.
Marius Vermeulen, a New Jersey collector, showed his impressive Civil Defense
collection, which dates back to the 1950s and ‘60 and the Cold War.
Retired New Jersey State Prisons Major Wayne Sanderson came dressed in a 1900s
New Jersey State Deputy Keepers uniform. He is seen with a typical rifle used on the
walls that kept the felons inside the joint. Sanderson explained that “keepers” was the
official term for correction officers in the prior century.
Your humble scribe had a display of headgear of the NYPD. The white tin pot helmet
with the PD letters on the crown is a Korean War vintage surplus given by the DOD to the
NYPD for use in the event of an atomic attack. It was phased out by a more appropriate
helmet for motor scooter operators, which could also be used in riot-like situations of the
1960s.
During the swap meet, retired LAPD Commander Keith Bushey handed out some
adhoc awards, including well deserved recognition to Mike R. and Paula Bondarenko and
the Botteri Clan, which was recognized for their efforts to make this show happen for 26
years.

NYPD Bomb Squad The NYPD Bomb Squad traces its roots to the early 20th
century when it was known as the Italian Squad.

Harley Spackman (left) is a member of the Garda Siochana, the Irish national
police force, and a US patch collector. The International Police Association
helped Dennis Beyer (right) hook up him during a recent visit to Dublin.
Spackman wants to trade with US collectors. Lois Beyer photograph

NAPLES, Fla. – I have been blessed with the ability to enjoy the golden years by
doing a good deal of traveling and adding to my badge collection. I’ve been at it close to
50 years.
I have learned that travel is a great way to make the wife, if not totally enthused about
my hobby, to be at least tolerant of my passion.
Last year, she wanted to go to Ireland. Without argument, I whipped out the old Visa
card and started doing a little research. Heck, I didn’t even know if they had a police
department or any type of crime problem in Dublin. I did know that is where they make
Guinness beer. Yes, this would be a good trip.
It wasn’t easy working out side trips with the wife planning walks around Dublin in
order to cross paths with sites that interested me. I planned it so I would have a free day,
but I also needed some real guidance.
The International Police Association (IPA) responded to my request for help. It took a
little while, but a couple of weeks before departing for Ireland, I was given a name and
email. That was all I needed.
IPA hooked me up with an officer in Dublin. We were matched because of our similar
interest in collecting law enforcement memorabilia. My wife said she was happy that I
made this connection.
Harley Spackman emailed back and forth with me prior to my travel date, so we got to
know each others history and collecting interests.
Dinner at a Dublin restaurant managed to work its way into our plans. The wife
thought a good meal would be a great way to start enjoying Dublin, so she was
agreeable. She noted that we sounded like a couple kids talking about the job.
Of course, we exchanged some items that built a wonderful memory of the Garda
Siochana and Dublin.
I brought some patches for Harley and his station house. Most were from United
States towns named Dublin. Finding them was an interesting hunt for me. Watching
Harley’s face while he perused them was a joy too. He was happy. (My wife was happy
we got them through Customs. She was stressed a little, but she also did a great job
packing them.)
Well, when it was time for dessert, Harley presented me with a few trinkets, including
a fine current dress uniform hat. It’s now on a perch just over my head and keeping an

Dennis Beyer went home to Florida with a nice collection of insignia from
the Garda Siochana, including three badges, which are shown in the center,
courtesy of fellow collector Harley Spackman. The International Police
Association Irish Section patch is shown at the top. Dennis Beyer photograph
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They don’t build police stations with sculptures above the entry doors any
more! These sculptures of police officers in uniform stand guard at the Garda
Siochana Pearse Street Station in Dublin. Garda Stephen Moore is the station
historian and gave the Beyers a tour. Dennis Beyer photographs
Garda Stephen Moore (left) presents Dennis Beyer (right) a copy of a book
that he has written on the history of the Garda Siochana Pearse Street Station,
100 Pearse Street: A Celebration of Policing in the City. The station is one of the
oldest in the city of Dublin. Lois Beyer photograph
eye on me as I type. He also had some uniform patches, buttons and badges. I was
impressed and so happy that I almost had a few tears fall into my Guinness.
Next, we talked about travel time for my next day’s trip. Harley was handing me off
to Officer Stephen Moore. We would meet at the Pearse Street Station. It is the oldest
station in Dublin. It literally sits on a thousand years of history. Thank God there were no
Vikings swinging axes on our visit! The wife really would not approve of that. Me, too.
At the station all the Gardas I encountered asked if they could help me. They really
meant it, too. They knew I was there to see Moore. He is the one who does private tours
and takes care of station history.
Moore greeted the wife and I and got right to it by asking if we knew what Garda
Siochana meant. We thought it was police or protectors. That was a decent start. It didn’t
take long to have the full translation. Garda Siochana means guardian of the peace.
They are an unarmed force that came into existence in 1922 following a treaty with
Great Britain wherein the Irish free state was created.
In 1925, the Dublin Metropolitan Police amalgamated with the Garda Siochana.
Moore then walked us through history. The station house we were in was originally
opened as the Great Brunswick Police Station in 1915. It later became known as the
College Station due to its proximity to Trinity College. I promised the wife we would visit
the college after our tour on Pearse Street.
In 1916, the station was very active because there were political problems. World War
I was in its early stages. The Irish wanted independence from Great Britain and really had

no interest in fighting the Germans. They were fighting for their own independence.
They agreed to put off their differences with the Crown to fight the Germans with the
understanding that after the war, there would be a free Irish state.
Some of the locals were not united with this plan for Irish independence. They wanted
their freedom immediately.
Others could wait because the law granting the Irish their state was on the books in
London but implementation had been delayed, and delayed, and delayed.
In some quarters, it was believed that independence after the war was British rhetoric.
From these beliefs came the birth of the Irish Republican Brotherhood, One of its leaders
was a young man named Padraig Pearse.
On Easter Monday 1916, Pearse gave the order for what has become known as the
Easter Rebellion. Pearse wanted to chase the British out of Dublin.
After six days of bloody fighting and heavy casualties, his fighters were badly beaten.
Pearse had no choice and gave the order to surrender. He was quickly tried and
executed, but he became a national hero.
In 1924, Dublin renamed the street where College Station stands to Pearse Street in
honor of Pearse.
In 1965, College Station was renamed Pearse Street Station as part of celebrations
for the 50th anniversary of the Easter uprising that started just outside the doors of the
police station.
Now I am sure I made a couple of mistakes in this history of war, riots, treason and
nationalism, but it was fascinating. I could tell Moore certainly enjoyed explaining this
history. I enjoyed it myself. Even the wife learned a tad and got herself involved taking a
picture of Garda Moore and me.
Last but not least was a large medal hanging on the wall issued to the force for
winning a major tug of war championship in 1894. I took a picture of it, and then said my
goodbyes to Moore, who in a couple short hours revealed himself to be a man captured
by his job and its history. I am glad to call him a friend.
I am also glad to call Garda Spackman a friend, too. He and the IPA went the extra
mile to make sure the wife and I enjoyed our visit to Dublin. As a fellow patch collector,
he would welcome hearing from patch collectors. His email is harleyspackman@hotmail.
com.
My journey to Dublin and Pearse Street Station are now memories. That’s what I
collect.
DENNIS BEYER (7959 Valentina Court, Naples FL 34114)

Letters To
The Editor
Washington County Collection Quandary

The Easter Rebellion of 1916 took place not far from today’s Garda Siochana
Pearse Street Station in Dublin. The ill-fated bloody six-day uprising was an
effort by Irish nationalists to gain independence from Great Britain. The station
opened in 1915 and is the city’s oldest. Contributed photograph

I am in a bit of a quandary. I collect Washington County sheriff patches. I am in need
of some information regarding two patches.
Washington County Sheriff’s Department from Kansas. The only identifying mark is
the Kansas state seal. I have heard this patch is a fake. Is it real?
Washington County Detention Center from Ohio. Again, the only identifying mark is
the state seal. I have had this patch for many years. Is it current? Is it obsolete?
The third is a “Wash. Co.” Sheriff Department generic patch. I would like one for my
collection. If anyone has one and it is for sale, I would like to add it to my collection. I
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Letters to the Editor ...Continued
would also like any information on it.
Thanks for any information.
NEWELL E. TEMPLE (7216 County Road 305, Grandview TX 76050)

Nassau County Police Update
The Nassau County, N.Y. Police has a new police medic patch.
Police medics are civilian emergency medical technicians who work on police
ambulances.
Their previous title was ambulance medical technician.
I have shown the new and old patches.
I also shown Emergency Ambulance Bureau 50th anniversary commemorative patch
from 2003.
Finally, there is a picture of a Lamborghini police car from Italy. I took it at a car show
in Manhasset. N.Y.
HOWARD FREIDBERG (PO Box 872, Bellmore NY 11710)

Paper Badge Fundraiser In the months since two Harford County, Md. Sheriff’s
Office deputies were shot and killed in the line of duty earlier this year, $771,000 has
been raised to help their families through the Harford County Deputy Sheriff’s Benevolent
Fund. A popular fundraiser has been a depiction of the department’s badge that is being
sold for $2..
Sheriff Pusser Remembered Hundreds of people from around the country
gathered in Adamsville, Tenn. on May 15, 16 and 17 for the 28th Annual Sheriff Buford
Pusser Festival. The event featured displays of Pusser memorabilia and artifacts and
storytelling by friends, co-workers and relatives. Sheriff Pusser was the subject of the
popular 1973 movie, Walking Tall. The film was remade in 2004. Sheriff Pusser was killed
on duty in 1974.
Officer “Hulk” Sworn The Niagara Falls, N.Y. Police Department and the Niagara
Regional Police Service in Ontario recently swore actor Lou Ferrigno in as an honorary
police officer. Ferrigno, who played superhero The Incredible Hulk in a popular 1970s
TV series, brought an anti-bullying message to local school children. The actor’s father

This Italian Lamborghini police car attracted a great deal of attention at a
recent car show in Manhasset, N.Y. The two-door speedster is blue and white
with a small blue lightbar at the top. “POLIZIA” appears in large white letters on
the door, along with police license plate. Howard Friedberg photograph
was a New York City police lieutenant. He holds honorary commissions from many other
departments as well.

Cleveland Impersonator Arrested Elyria, O. police recently arrested a
man pretending to be a Cleveland, O. police officer. Taj Talkington was arrested at
a bar after he flashed a badge at a bartender and told her he was an undercover
police officer. After she confronted him, Talkington tried to handcuff her and pointed
a gun at her. A police captain said police found handcuffs, Cleveland police badges
and a fake gun in bushes near where Talkington fled after being confronted over the
impersonation.
Princess Anne Makeover Police in Princess Anne, Md. recently underwent
a makeover, courtesy of local drug dealers. The department used asset forfeiture
money to pay for new green uniform shirts, pants, nameplates and badges. The
officers traded in their old police blues, which were hand-me-downs from the Baltimore
Police Department in about 1999. Chief Timothy Bozman said the makeover gives his
department a more professional look.

(Top) Newell Temple would like to know if this Washington County, Kan.
Sheriff’s Department is authentic and any and all information, (Lower left) He
is looking for similar information on the Washington County Detention Center.
(Lower right) He needs any information. Newell Temple photograph

The new Nassau County, N.Y. Police Department Police Medic patch is shown on
the right. The former Medical Technician patch is on the left. The agency’s Emergency
Ambulance Bureau 50th anniversary patch, which depicts a rescue truck, is shown at
the top. Howard Friedberg photograph
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RAILROAD POLICE BADGES WANTED for private collection. I’m especially looking for Penn
Central / PRR / NY Central / New Haven / Reading / Lehigh Valley and other eastern roads. GARY
FARMER, (717) 426-4409 or email pharmer15@embarqmail.com (61)
BADGE COLLECTOR: Always looking for New Jersey items, in particular City of Newark, and
NJ Borough Marshal. Buy or trade. Check blog at “badgecollector.blogspot.com” for a nice read,
too. DENNIS BEYER. Email: jerseychief@gmail.com or phone (239) 775-8689. (61)
LOOKING TO BUY ANYTHING FROM: National Geospatial Intelligence Agency – NGA, National
Naval Medical Center – NNMC – Bethesda, National Institutes of Health – NIH, National Imagery
and Mapping Agency – NIMA, David Taylor Model Basin – DOD Police, badge marked DTMB with
Department of Defense center seal. KEN MARSHALL, hkusp45@comcast.net, phone: (412) 5542227. (58)
WANTED: Anything from the Maryland National Capital Park Police, Maryland National Capital
Park and Planning Commission, M.N.C.P., M.N.C.P.P., M.N.C.P.P.C., Maryland Park Police. Also
Fairfax County Police – Virginia – badges – K9 – Chaplin, SWAT, Assistant Chief, and Maryland
Department of Natural Resources Police, Maryland D.N.R. Police. KEN MARSHALL, hkusp45@
comcast.net, phone: (412) 554-2227. (58)
BADGES WANTED: Looking for badges from St. Louis, East St. Louis and area, Niagara Falls,
Chautauqua Co. NY, Kentucky Detroit, DC and other major cities. The older, the better! DAVID
HUME, 1856 Farmview Dr., Lexington, KY 40515-1373 email: dhume15@twc.com (59)
MASSACHUSETTS POLICE BADGES WANTED: Hampden, Springfield (police and fire),
Springfield Armory Guard, Fireman and worker ID badge, West Springfield, Wilbraham, East
Longmeadow, Holyoke, Chicopee, Monson, Palmer, Ludlow, Northampton, Westfield, Agawam,
Southwick, South Hadley and any other Massachusetts badge. Also wanted factory guard badges
from Massachusetts. Please contact MICHAEL COONEY at (413) 784-3378. (60)
TRANSIT Police, TRANSIT Security, TRANSIT Enforcement patches & badges WANTED. I
will buy or trade for patches I need. XAVIER DUGARDYN, 4335 St-Andre, Montreal, QC, H2J 2Z3
Canada, (514) 655-8514 / Email: dugardyn@hotmail.com (56)
WANTED: Old Ohio badges and patches. Collector appreciates old badges and patches, does
it as a hobby and is not a dealer, just an old fashioned collector. PAT OLVEY, 7631 Holliston Pl.,
Cincinnati OH 45255, Email: polvey@fuse.net (TFN)
$$$REWARD for older South Pacific insignia. Many collectors have old Pacific patches and
badges in their federal collections since Ray put them in his book. Check your fed box, and see if
you have anything from the Pacific. Also, I’m looking for items from smaller countries of the world.
MARTIN J. CASSIDY, 51 White Oak St., #4C, New Rochelle NY 10801-1737. Phone: (914) 7387205, Email: mjcpatch@aol.com (58)
FOREIGN police credentials wanted: If you have an obsolete, genuine Police ID card (no
matter which country or era, but with photo of the bearer), please let me know. Especially African,
Asian or South American items are welcome. Premium prices paid for credentials accompanied by
other items of the very same officer like additional IDs, driving licenses, on-duty or private photos or
paperwork as recommendations, even letters of reprimand, smile:). If you prefer not to ship abroad,
I can supply a Californian or Florida address. J.T. WELLERSHAUSEN, Ubierstr. 19, D-50321 Bruhl,
Germany or email: pcnews@wellershausen.de (57)
ON THE SCOUT for original antique badges: 19th/early 20th century Cattlemen/Stockmen
Association/Horse Thief Detective; Brand Inspector/Rodeo Stock Manager; Thiel/Turtle/Rocky
Mountain Detective Services; Montana/Wyoming/”Old West”. D. MARIO, Box 342, Station Main,
Saskatoon, SK S7K 3L3, Canada or email: blueputtees@hotmail.com (57)
FEDERAL COLLECTORS, My patch collection is up for sale on my website, www.raymondsherrard.com. Click on the Patch Auction link and scroll down to the images. I’m seeking obsolete
federal badges, credentials, photos, research material. Will buy or trade for them. RAY SHERRARD, rhsenterprises@earthlink.net. Phone: (714) 840 4388. (60)
G-MEN BADGES BOOK UPDATES: Available now the updates for the G-Men badges, federal
badge book. 2015 updates still available $35.00, 2016 almost 3000 pages $60.00. KEN LUCAS,
90 Two Rivers Road, Chesapeake City MD 21915, (443) 907-2943, Paypal: sgt116@yahoo.com
(60)
FEDERAL COLLECTORS, My patch collection is up for sale on my website, www.raymondsherrard.com. Click on the Patch Auction link and scroll down to the images. I’m seeking obsolete
federal badges, credentials, photos, research material. Will buy or trade for them. RAY SHERRARD, rhsenterprises@earthlink.net. Phone: (714) 840 4388. (60)
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G-MEN BADGES BOOK UPDATES: Available now the updates for the G-Men badges, federal
badge book. 2015 updates still available $35.00, 2016 almost 3000 pages $60.00. KEN LUCAS,
90 Two Rivers Road, Chesapeake City MD 21915, (443) 907-2943, Paypal: sgt116@yahoo.com
(60)
WANTED: Custer County badges from any of the following states: Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Dakota, any rank. Also any other badges with the name “Custer” on
them. Will buy or trade. BERT CARBO, P.O. Box 1567, Pigeon Forge TN 37868, (865) 908-9586.
(58)
WANTED: Old Federal badges, US Customs, Treasury, IRS, FAA, Prohibition, Agriculture,
ATF, DEA, the older the better. Also wanted: old big city pre-turn-of-century badges; NYPD, LAPD,
Kansas City, Tucson, Oklahoma City, Dallas, St. Louis, Memphis, etc. Top dollar paid or have 6500
badges to trade from. KEN LUCAS, 90 Two Rivers Rd., Chesapeake City MD 21915, (443) 9072943 or email scan: sgt116@yahoo.com (60)
COLLECTING PATCHES, PINS, BADGES, ETC. from/pertaining to the U.S. Federal Protective
Service (FPS, FPSD, FPSP), U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) and Dartmouth, Massachusetts Police. Will buy or trade. Contact RICH PONTES at 8 Cedar Crest Road, Dartmouth,
MA 02747 or tyall@comcast.net, web page: https://www.flickr.com/photos/126226324@N08/sets/
(60)
RAILROAD POLICE BADGES WANTED: Seeking old railroad police badges for my collection.
I have badges to trade or will buy. Premium prices paid for badges not in my collection. Especially looking for 10K, 14K, & 18K solid gold railroad police presentation badges and sterling silver
engraved badges from Irvine & Jachiens and Ed Jones Co. Looking for a “Swift & Co.” Police “pie
plate” star by C.H. Hanson Co. Chip Greiner, P.O. Box 125, Bogota, NJ 07603, (201) 390-7372,
rrbadges@aol.com or www.railroadpolicebadges.com (61)
WANTED: Gold on black bullion hat patch, “Captain” in a wreath. Also old police badges from
anywhere U.S. and old Michigan badges, pre 1940. Contact: GEORGE TOY, 50 Ridge Field Ct.,
Oxford MI 48371, (248) 572-4458. (59)
LOOKING FOR U.S. ARMY MILITARY POLICE ITEMS, badges, helmets, etc. MARK LINDSAY,
(410) 456-5762. (57) ARIZONA RANGERS! Former Colorado Peace officer (and retired Special Investigator, State of California) seeks GENUINE ONLY Arizona Ranger memorabilia such as documents, photographs, firearms, badges or related items, (circa 1901-1909, no knock-offs or tourist
shop tin stars) for future Arizona Ranger Museum in Northern Arizona (to “compete” with our two
existing museums in Nogales and Tombstone). Serious inquiries with rock solid provenance only.
ARIZONA RANGERS! Former Colorado Peace Officer (and retired Special Investigator, State
of California) seeks GENUINE ONLY Arizona Ranger memorabilia such as documents, photographs, firearms, badges or related items, (circa 1901-1909, no knock-offs or tourist shop tin
stars) for future Arizona Ranger Museum in Northern Arizona (to “compete” with our two existing
museums in Nogales and Tombstone). Serious inquiries with rock solid provenance only. Contact:
MASTER SGT. NICK CAIN, Historian, Arizona Rangers, P O Box 20825, Sedona AZ 86341 USA.
(58)

WANTED

OHIO STATE HIGHWAY PATROL PATCHES
Police Oﬃcer
Motor Vehicle Inspector
Motor Carrier Enforcement Supervisor
Motor Vehicle Inspector
Security Oﬃcer
Dispatcher
Driver License Supervisor
Driver License Examiner
Trooper cloth badge

TOP PRICES PAID
MIKE R. BONDARENKO
2392 USH 12
Baldwin WI 54002-7000
mikerbondarenko@baldwin-telecom.net
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HASBROUCK HEIGHTS IS BACK!
SUNDAY, APRIL 23RD, 2017
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
TABLEHOLDER SETUP 8:00AM - 9:00AM
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS POST #4591
513 SPRINGFIELD AVE., HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, NJ
50 8FT TABLES AVAILABLE - $25 EACH. MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE. WALK IN
ADMISSION - $5.00, WIVES & CHILDREN 12 & UNDER FREE. DISPLAYS WELCOMED –
AWARDS TO BE GIVEN. PATCH DROP BOX AT THE DOOR. REFRESHMENTS SERVED.
PUBLIC SAFETY PERSONNEL & KNOWN COLLECTORS. VALID I.D. NECESSARY. ALL
APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE, & LOCALS LAWS TO BE ADHERED TO STRICTLY.

YOUR SHOW HOSTS: GERRY TIBBS & EDDIE ZITEK
FOR RESERVATIONS OR QUESTIONS, CONTACT
(201) 785-7792 OR NYNJPCS@GMAIL.COM

SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS
IS SEEKING PATCHES FOR PATCH DISPLAY PROJECT
The Bureau of Investigations of the San Francisco District Attorney’s Office is currently in the process of
establishing a major patch frame display that will be on permanent display at the SFDA-BOI offices located at
the San Francisco Hall of Justice. This display is a major project and requires numerous specialty patches for
several of the frames.
The project manager is seeking patches from investigative, enforcement or other similar units of any District
Attorney, City Attorney, Criminal Justice agency or similar agencies or departments. This includes city, county,
state, federal, tribal, military and special districts. Specific foreign patches will also be considered.
Patches provided for the project will be accepted on a trade basis with a large and detailed list of trade patches
provided for patch trade selection. For further information, please contact via email:

Richard Uland
Advisor for Special Projects
Bureau of Investigations
San Francisco District Attorney’s Office
email address: detective81130@aol.com
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Third Annual
CAPITOL CITY
LAW ENFORCEMENT
COLLECTORS SHOW
Saturday, May 13, 2017
9 AM - 1 PM
Saint Paul Police Department
Western District Headquarters
389 North Hamline Avenue
Saint Paul, Minnesota
Hosted by the Saint Paul Police Department
Sponsored by Saint Paul Police Historical Society and Police Collectors News
* Badges * Emblems * Historic Police Memorabilia * Uniforms
* St. Paul Police Department Artifacts * Vintage Police Cars and Equipment
This show is a fundraiser for the St. Paul Police Historical Society.
All proceeds go to the Society dedicated to preservation of police history.

ADMISSION FREE (Donation to Historical Society requested)
48 TABLES FREE (Donation to Historical Society requested)
* Refreshments on site * Fast food nearby * Free parking * Easy load/unload * Shopping/entertainment nearby
* Buy, Sell, Trade Law Enforcement Memorabilia (No Firearms)
Advance table reservations requested

Make table reservations with MIKE R. BONDARENKO (715) 684-2216
mikerbondarenko@baldwin-telecom.net
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VOLUME II
†

• $39.95 Deluxe Hardbound
• $74.95† Bonded Leather Cover
• 9"x 12" Coffee Table Size
• 144 All Color Pages
• Superior Photo Reproduction
• Quality Printing-Binding
• Personalization Available
• Digital Edition Available†

By James C. Casey

J

ames Casey has been collecting, researching and displaying police
i memorabilia
bili since
i
1981. His passion for the history, badges and related memorabilia has resulted in the
publishing of two prior books and a web site, www.policeguide.com on the subject. Jim has
donated his time and expertise to museums and law enforcement agencies and has served as
GHSDUWPHQWKLVWRULDQIRUERWKSROLFHDQGVKHULII¶VRI¿FHV+HFRQWLQXHVWRUHVHDUFKGLVSOD\
and collect badges and is thrilled to further interest in the hobby with this book, Badges of
America’s Finest, Vol. II. Currently in production, you can pre-order this title for a limited
time at a discounted price and with a choice of cover type and/or personalization.
– PRE-ORDER TODAY!!

Pre-Order Vol. II by March 31, 2017
After selling out of the initial print run, Badges of America’s Finest, Volume I is
available through our On Demand printing service and as a Digital Edition. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of books printed on demand. Order your copy today!

M.T. Publishing Company, Inc.

Volume I
• $49.95 Deluxe Hardbound
• 9"x 12" Coffee Table Size
• 160 All Color Pages
• $12.95 Digital Edition

Specializing in Commemorative Books since 1986

†

P.O. Box 6802
Evansville, Indiana 47719-6802

mtpublishing.com
888-263-4702

†
862QO\VKIRUWKHÀUVWERRNIRUHDFKDGGLWLRQDOERRN,1UHVLGHQWVDGGVDOHVWD[WRERRN
WRWDO3OHDVHFRQWDFW073XEOLVKLQJIRULQWHUQDWLRQDOVKLSSLQJUDWHV3HUVRQDOL]DWLRQRQ9RO,, XSWR
VSDFHV 'LJLWDO(GLWLRQRI9RO,,LQFRQMXQFWLRQZLWKKDUGFRS\SXUFKDVH(PDLODGGUHVVUHTXLUHGIRU
GLJLWDOHGLWLRQ3HUVRQDOL]HGERRNVFDQQRWEHUHWXUQHGIRUDUHIXQG

Save the Date…
The 32nd Annual Greater Cleveland
Peace Officers Memorial
Commemoration May 13 – 21, 2017
Saturday,
May 13th
¾ Grave Marker Ceremony & Placement

Sunday, May 14th
¾ Police Memorial Mass & Breakfast

Monday, May 15th
¾ Candle Light Vigil
Rain date: Wednesday, May 17th

Wednesday, May 17th
¾ Street Survival Seminar

Thursday, May 18th
¾ Street Survival Seminar
¾ Hero’s Welcome Reception

Friday, May 19th
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Police Memorial Parade
Memorial Service
Luncheon for Parade Participants
Awards Ceremony
Police Fellowship Steak Roast

Saturday, May 20th
¾ Police Collectors Show
¾ Cleveland International Tattoo
¾ After Tattoo Cast Party

For more information, updates, times, locations, and to purchase tickets and merchandise please visit
our website www.PoliceMemorialSociety.org

Also Available
On Demand!

Jan.-Feb. 2017

#1

New Jersey – any city or town, all ranks, Police or Sheriﬀ

#2

Philadelphia, PA – Police or Sheriﬀ, all ranks

#3

Pennsylvania – Police or Sheriﬀ from large departments only
Send photocopies and/or lists with prices. Please mail to:

THIS SHOW IS ONLY OPEN TO LAW ENFORCEMENT PROFESSIONALS
AND KNOWN COLLECTORS.
TABLES: $15.OO FOR ONE, $10.00 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL TABLE.
ADMISSION: DONATIONS ACCEPTED AT THE DOOR. FREE ADMISSION TO
UNIFORMED ON DUTY OFFICERS.

SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 2017 9:00 AM – 2:00 PM
ATHENS CITY REC. CENTER
701 E. STATE ST.
ATHENS OH 45701
FOR QUESTIONS OR TO RESERVE A TABLE SPOT. CONTACT:

CLAY LOWING - CL1237@GMAIL.COM OR
ANDY WATSON - AAWWATSON@ICLOUD.COM

PAT CHIRICO
c/o PCNEWS
2392 USH 12
Baldwin WI 54002-7000

WANTED
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Patches and Cloth Badges
Older the Better
Top Prices Paid
Mike R. Bondarenko
2392 USH 12
Baldwin WI 54002
mikerbondarenko@baldwin-telecom.net

2017 honor our fallen

WANTED
U.S. Customs Hat Badges & Other Customs Items
I am looking for the following U.S. Customs Service Hat Badge tles for my
collec on. I am also looking for older Inspector’s breast badges and hats from early
1800s through 1950s and any other old Customs memorabilia. If you have tles
not listed please let me know.

Contact Craig Richmond at: flats50@aol.com or 843-276-1821.
White Hat Badge Badge
Boarding Oﬃcer
Dep. Coll. in Charge
Deputy Collector
Boarding Oﬃcer
Guard
Lieutenant
Messenger
Night Inspector
Staﬀ Oﬃcer
Sta on Inspector
Surveyor’s Staﬀ
Teller
Dep. Coll. & Insp.
Examiner of Passenger Baggage
Spec. Dep. Naval Oﬃcer
Chauﬀer

Blue Hat Badge
Newer Gold & Blue Hat
Assistant Chief Inspector
Inspector (from 1990s)
Captain
Cashier
Guard
Inspector (w/hollow le ers on top and on bo om)
Inspectress
Inves gator
Lieutenant
Port Director
Sampler
Sergeant
Supervising Warehouse Oﬃcer
Supervisor Inves gator
K-9 Enforcement Oﬃcer
Assistant Deputy Collector
Port Patrol Oﬃcer
Chauﬀer
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FIRST ANNUAL SOUTHEASTERN

OHIO POLICE COLLECTORS SHOW

POLICE COLLECTORS NEWS

police memorabilia show

sponsored by ileeta and
the nra law enforcement division

sunday, march19, 2017
12 pm until 5 pm
st. louis union station doubletree hotel
1820 market street
st. louis, mo 63103
ALL PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED TO
CONCERNS OF POLICE SURVIVORS
For additional information or table reservations contact Tom Engelmann at
315-569-7212 or by email at tjenglemann@cazenovia.edu
General Admission - $5.00
Tables - $15.00
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50% SALE
750 BADGES FOR SALE
50% OFF LISTED PRICE
To view and or purchase individual badges go to:
www.thereservebadgeguy.com
Don Magruder, PO Box 410224, St. Louis, MO 63141
Phone: 314 692-0727
Email Address: dwmagruder@gmail.com
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ϮϬϭϳEĂƟŽŶĂůWŽůŝĐĞŽůůĞĐƚŽƌƐ^ŚŽǁ
ƵŐƵƐƚϭϵͲϮϬ͕ϮϬϭϳͲKŶƚĂƌŝŽ͕ĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ
dŚĞĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ>ĂǁŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂů^ŽĐŝĞƚǇǁŝůůŚŽƐƚϮϬϭϳ^ŚŽǁĂƚƚŚĞKŶƚĂƌŝŽŽŶǀĞŶƟŽŶĞŶƚĞƌ
ŝŶKŶƚĂƌŝŽ͕ĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ͘dŚĞŽŶǀĞŶƟŽŶĞŶƚĞƌŝƐůŽĐĂƚĞĚϯϴŵŝůĞƐĞĂƐƚŽĨĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ>ŽƐŶŐĞůĞƐ͕ŽŶ/ŶƚĞƌƐƚĂƚĞϭϬ͘

WƵďůŝĐŚŽƵƌƐĨŽƌƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚĂƌĞϵĂŵͲϱƉŵŽŶ^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇĂŶĚϵĂŵͲϮƉŵŽŶ^ƵŶĚĂǇ͘WƌĞͲƌĞŐŝƐƚĞƌĞĚĞǆŚŝďŝƚŽƌƐ
ŽŶůǇǁŝůůďĞĂůůŽǁĞĚŝŶƚŽƚŚĞƐŚŽǁŽŶ&ƌŝĚĂǇĨŽƌƐĞƚͲƵƉĨƌŽŵŶŽŽŶƚŽϱƉŵ͘

ŝƐƉůĂǇdĂďůĞƐ͗dŚĞƌĞĂƌĞϯϬϬ͕ĞŝŐŚƚĨŽŽƚďǇϯϬ͟ĚŝƐƉůĂǇƚĂďůĞƐĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĂƚΨϴϬ͘ϬϬĞĂĐŚ͘^ƉĞĐŝĂů
ĂĐĐŽŵŵŽĚĂƟŽŶƐĂŶĚƚĂďůĞƌĞƋƵĞƐƚƐǁŝůůďĞŚŽŶŽƌĞĚŝŶƚŚĞŽƌĚĞƌŽĨƌĞƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶ͘dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ͕ŝƚŝƐƐƚƌŽŶŐůǇ
ƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĞĚƚŚĂƚǇŽƵƌĞƐĞƌǀĞǇŽƵƌƚĂďůĞĞĂƌůǇ͊ĚŵŝƐƐŝŽŶŝƐΨϱ͘ϬϬƉĞƌƉĞƌƐŽŶ͕ĐŚŝůĚƌĞŶƵŶĚĞƌϭϮĂƌĞĨƌĞĞ͘

,ŽƐƚ,ŽƚĞů͗dŚĞƐŚŽǁŚŽƐƚŚŽƚĞůŝƐƚŚĞŽƵďůĞƚƌĞĞ,ŽƚĞůKŶƚĂƌŝŽŝƌƉŽƌƚ͕ůŽĐĂƚĞĚŶĞǆƚƚŽƚŚĞŽŶǀĞŶƟŽŶ
ĞŶƚĞƌ͕ĂƚϮϮϮEŽƌƚŚsŝŶĞǇĂƌĚǀĞŶƵĞ͕KŶƚĂƌŝŽ͕ϵϭϳϲϰ͕;ϵϬϵͿϵϯϳͲϬϵϬϬ͘ZŽŽŵƌĂƚĞŝƐΨϭϭϵ͘ϬϬƉĞƌŶŝŐŚƚ͕ƉůƵƐ
ƚĂǆ͘dŽĞŶƐƵƌĞƌŽŽŵĂǀĂŝůĂďŝůŝƚǇ͕ŝƚŝƐƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĞĚƚŚĂƚǇŽƵƌĞƐĞƌǀĞǇŽƵƌƌŽŽŵĞĂƌůǇ͊

dĂďůĞZĞƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶ͗dŽŵĂŬĞĂŶŽŶͲůŝŶĞƚĂďůĞƌĞƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶ͕ŐŽƚŽ͗ǁǁǁ͘
ĐĂůƉŽůŝĐĞŚŝƐƚŽƌǇ͘ĐŽŵ͘/ĨǇŽƵǁŝƐŚƚŽƌĞƐĞƌǀĞĂƚĂďůĞĂŶĚƉĂǇďǇĐŚĞĐŬ͕ƉůĞĂƐĞ
ĐŽŶƚĂĐƚ͗
'ĂƌǇ,ŽǀŝŶŐ͕WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚͲĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ>ĂǁŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂů^ŽĐŝĞƚǇ
W͘K͘Žǆϰϳϱ͕WŝƐŵŽĞĂĐŚ͕ϵϯϰϰϴͲϬϰϳϱ
WŚŽŶĞ;ϴϬϱͿϰϰϭͲϰϵϯϲͲŵĂŝů͗ĂůƉŽůŝĐĞŚŝƐƚŽƌǇΛĂŽů͘ĐŽŵ

